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Abstract

Improving Dependability of Commodity Operating Systems

with Program Analysis

by

Feng Zhou

Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Science

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Eric A. Brewer, Chair

Modern operating systems are notoriously complex and hard to make dependable.

Due to performance, flexibility and historical reasons, most of them are written in

relatively low level languages like C and C++. These languages lack safe type sys-

tems and provide few guarantees of safety and reliability. We propose to improve the

dependability of these systems with more sophisticated program analysis using tools

that understands the tricky issues that human beings often mistake about, for exam-

ple, locking and memory safety. The main challenge we see here is the complexity

and scale of the systems, which makes fully automated verification hard. Therefore

we propose that these analyses require some help from the developers, in the form

of non-intrusive annotations in the code. Moreover, some analyses can be made hy-

brid, consists of both static and dynamic (runtime) checks, thus making the analysis

much simpler without losing precision. We argue that we should still strive for sound-

ness despite the scale of the problems, as only sound analyses can provide us with

guarantees that the system is in absence of certain categories of bugs.

We present two case studies of applying these techniques to the Linux kernel.

Both of them are efficient enough to be used on the whole kernel itself, require at
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most a few percent of code changes, and find real bugs in the kernel.

First, we present a static analysis tool that analyzes the interaction between pro-

cessor execution contexts and locks in the Linux kernel, and tries to finds bugs related

to these aspects. Execution contexts are certain state of the processor, which can de-

cide at this particular time what operations the kernel is allowed to do. For example,

the kernel is not allowed to do a task switch while serving an interrupt (in interrupt

context). We analyze the “process context” and “hardware interrupt context”, and

the usages of “spin lock” primitives in these contexts. The analysis is a flow-sensitive,

inter-procedural and context-insensitive analysis. The current prototype analyzes a

minimally-configured Linux 2.6.20 kernel (over 850K lines of C code) in less than 2

minutes. It found 6 confirmed bugs in the kernel.

Then, we present a system for detecting and recovering from type safety violations

in Linux device drivers. It uses a novel type system, partly specified with annotations,

that provides fine-grained isolation for existing Linux device drivers. In addition, we

track invariants using simple wrappers for the host system API and restore them

when recovering from a violation. This approach achieves fine-grained memory error

detection and recovery with few code changes and at a significantly lower performance

cost than existing solutions based on hardware-enforced domains, such as Nooks [Swift

et al., 2003], L4 [LeVasseur et al., 2004], and Xen [Fraser et al., 2004], or software-

enforced domains, such as SFI [Wahbe et al., 1993].

The principles of the analyses and tools presented are general. These aspects such

as execution contexts, or device driver interfaces are similar among different operating

systems. So we believe these techniques can be adapted to other operating systems

as well.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Operating systems, and systems software in general, have become ever more impor-

tant in the increasingly software-powered society we live in. Computers, cars, home

appliances and Mars Rovers are all driven by operating systems in one or another

form. However, making reliable and dependable operating systems have always been

a challenge. And we think it is going to be more challenging with more demanding

applications and current hardware and architecture trends. Two key trends, complex-

ity and concurrency, make the traditional approach of testing, manual or automatic,

harder to be effective for future operating system development. We argue that it is

both productive and necessary to resort to sophisticated automated analysis of whole

operating systems, to find problem early and seek assurance that the system is in

absence of certain classes of defects.

We present two case studies, tackling concurrency and type safety problems re-

spectively for the Linux kernel. The first is a static analysis that analyzes execution

contexts and locks in the whole Linux kernel. The second is a system utilizing both

static and runtime techniques for detecting and recovering from type safety violations

in Linux device drivers.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 The Operating System Dependability Challenge

It is quite obvious that commodity operating systems today are not as reliable and

dependable as we wish they are. For home and office use, they generally work well,

but still fail now and then, especially when dealing with sophisticated or peculiar

hardware devices, like a latest video card or some rare digital camera. Worms and

viruses are a big and long-lasting problem because there are many hidden bugs in

production OSes that are waiting to be exploited. Reliability is especially lacking for

long running servers and large server clusters, because hidden bugs are more likely to

manifest themselves when servers are run for a long time, or thousands of them are

running [Bligh et al., 2007].

The most obvious reason for these problems is the sheer size and complexity

of operating systems. Operating systems are giant and complex pieces of software.

According to [Anonymous, 2007], Windows Vista has about 50 million source lines

of code, all the way from 6 million lines of Windows NT 3.1 in 1993. Even if we

do not count the user level code, operating system kernels themselves are still giant.

The latest Linux kernel, 2.6.21, contains 8.25 million lines in 21,615 files (including

a small percentage of documentation) [Kroah-Hartman, 2007]. This is only more

impressive if you consider the rate of change, which is necessitated by the advent of

new applications, new hardware and the evolution of the machine architecture. For

Linux kernel, the current size of 8.25 million lines is up from 6.62 million of 2.6.11

only 2 1/3 years ago, which “comes to a crazy 85.63 new lines of code being added

to the kernel tree every hour” [Kroah-Hartman, 2007].

Another reason for problems in operating systems is the language used. A lot

of operating systems bugs can be attributed to the lack of type safety, and other

deficiencies of C and C++, used by most commodity operating systems. For example,

the most common source of security problem, buffer overruns, would be completely
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Chapter 1. Introduction

removed if the system is written in a type-safe language.

We expect a couple of recent trends in hardware and architecture to further worsen

the situation and make the challenge to write dependable operating systems even

bigger.

• Effectively utilizing parallel processors has become a necessity. Recently most

micro processor vendors have moved from single-core to multi-core processors.

The reason is that physical limits (mainly thermal) have stopped the exponential

increase of single-thread processor performance. And processor manufacturers

have resort to placing many processor cores on a single chip instead as a means

to further increase performance. For example, today there is already processors

with 8 core and 32 hardware threads on the market (Sun UltraSparc T1). And

Intel is reportedly planning a server processor with 32 cores to be released in

2010 [Schmid, 2006].

This transition has significant ramifications for all software [Asanovic et al.,

2006]. Some researchers described the results as “the free lunch is over” [Sutter,

2005]. Most software systems now have to take concurrency into account, includ-

ing those that have historically relied on Moore’s Law for adding more function-

ality while maintaining end-user performance. Therefore for all general-purpose

operating systems, supporting SMP has become an indispensable feature. And

to get good performance, the operating system need to be more sophisticated

so that it can take advantage of an ever-growing number of cores, and in addi-

tion, new architectural properties like Cache-Coherence Non-Uniform Memory

Access (ccNUMA), and a deep cache hierarchy inside the processor. This trans-

lates to more fined-grained locking, a more complicated memory sub-system and

etc, unfortunately all complex and error-prone mechanisms.

• Devices are becoming ever more complex. Nowadays, it is common to have a
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Chapter 1. Introduction

single device driver with a few hundred thousand lines of code, because of the

multitude of features and smartness the device supports. Examples are modern

video cards with sophisticated 3D acceleration support, and network cards with

TCP off-loading and other complicated features. The contemporary power-

management specification, ACPI, even includes a byte-code language that needs

to be interpreted by the operating system [Compaq et al., 2001]. Therefore

complexity of code handling devices are growing quickly.

• The cost of defects is increasing. Computers and devices are becoming more

and more networked. Not only servers, but also a lot of client computers and

handle-held devices are in an always-online state. Therefore security is big

concern. A single remote exploitable bug in a commodity operating system

running on millions of networked computers has the potential of costing billions

of dollars. Moreover, commodity operating systems have gradually been pick up

by a lot of “critical infrastructure” systems like management systems of power

grids, probably because it is simply easier and cheaper to build the system on

commodity operating systems. In recent years, there have been many examples

of worms and operating system bugs that brought down critical systems, for

example causing tens of thousands of ATM machines to fail simultaneously, or

shutting down the 911 emergency phone service of an entire city [Schneier, 2003].

NIST calculated that in 2002 alone, software errors cost the United States $59.5

billion dollars [NIST, 2002].

All these trends show that it is high time that we try to solve the dependability

challenge for commodity operating systems.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.2 Other Approaches

The traditional way of ensuring software quality is through testing. This is no different

for operating systems. Software test has a long history and is a mature art. Testing

can be done either manually or automatically. It can be done at different levels, from

testing units to testing the whole system. It can also be done for different purposes,

for example, functional tests for correctness, and stress test for behavior under load.

However, we believe a couple of reasons have made testing operating systems hard,

and may make them harder in the future.

• Complexity. As discussed in the last section, more hardware devices and archi-

tectural features to support and etc, are all making the operating systems more

complex. Achieving good test coverage for very large software have been prove

hard. And there is the added problem that the OS has to be tested on particular

hardware to test the specific device or hardware support. So comprehensively

testing all aspects of an OS in a controlled and reproducible manner is in itself

a big challenge.

• Concurrency. Concurrency related bugs are hard to test. Race conditions,

deadlocks or interrupt related defects are often not easy to reproduce. And

again concurrency bugs in device drivers may depend on specific hardware, and

thus hard to test comprehensively.

• Corner cases. Security problems like buffer overruns are often corner cases. And

testing often has a hard time revealing them because they happen only with

specific combination of input. And even when they happen, may not manifest

themselves immediately.

Another approach that promises to solve most problems is to rewrite operating sys-

tems in a high-level, type-safe language. Efforts in this direction include Cedar [Swine-
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Chapter 1. Introduction

hart et al., 1986], SPIN [Bershad et al., 1995] (in Modula-3) and Singularity [Hunt

and Larus, 2007] (in Sing#, an extension of C#). This solves the type-safety prob-

lem, and has a lot of promises in making the system more analyzable, which could

eventually lead to much more dependable systems. And a lot of progress has recently

been made [Hunt and Larus, 2007]. On the other hand, there are plenty of challenges.

To name a few, it is obviously painful to rewriting everything, in particular device

drivers for tens of thousands of hardware devices. User applications may need to

be modified or rewritten too. And because the mainstream type-safe languages are

all virtual-machine based and garbage-collected, performance and latency are con-

cerns. Last, note that type-safety does not solve all our problems. For example they

probably do not help much with interrupt/concurrency related bugs.

1.3 Towards More Dependable Operating System Ker-

nels

In this study, we focus our work on using programming language techniques to analyze

existing commodity operating systems and improve their dependability. Specifically

we work with Linux. And apart from a very small number of annotations and changes,

we do not modify the OS itself much. We create new static analysis tools and runtime

tools to verify certain properties, find potential problems, detect failure at runtime

and recover from them.

Concretely, in Chapter 2 we discuss a static analysis that infers and checks execu-

tion contexts and locking primitive and other relevant kernel primitives, and tries to

find bugs statically. And in Chapter 3 we describe a system that provides fine-grained

type safety and recoverability for Linux device drivers without using a new language.

We conduct these two case studies to validate the hypothesis that program analysis,
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Chapter 1. Introduction

combined with runtime techniques, can help improve operating systems dependability

greatly.

Software verification, referred to by some as the Holy Grail of computer science,

is a well-studied field. But the state of art is still far from perfection. The goal of

this work, therefore, is to ask the following question, what combination of automatic

static analysis, runtime instrumentation and changes to OS architecture and coding

practices can provide us with a practical, assuring and general paradigm for dramati-

cally improving the dependability of commodity operating systems. To elaborate a bit

more,

• We want the techniques to be practical today. That is, it should help find useful

problems without too many false alarms, should not require a lot of extra effort

to use, and should scale to the complexity and size of modern operating systems.

• We favor techniques that can provide assurance that certain kinds of bugs do not

exist in the system. Formally these are called sound verifications or analyses.

They are in a different class from “bug-finding” tools that uses heuristics to find

possible bugs, which inevitably misses some bugs in their domain and cannot

provide assurance.

• We favor techniques that are general for many operating systems. The tool

implementation may be tailored towards a specific OS, but the techniques should

be general enough and targeting common practices and patterns across OSes,

and it should be easy to adapt them to other systems.

We also have a couple of non-goals. First, the need for sound analysis is a quest

rather than a requirement. Practicality takes precedence when ensuring soundness

becomes too costly. Similarly, favoring generality does not mean we never allow ad-

hoc techniques. When an ad-hoc technique improves results or performance a lot,
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Chapter 1. Introduction

and it is much needed, we will take it. Finally, the programming language techniques

we use are not new. It is the combination and actual application and experience on

large-scale systems that is novel.

Challenges are abound for achieving these goals. The biggest one is how to balance

analysis scalability and precision. As it is necessary for us to analyze systems with

millions of lines of code, we risk losing so much precision that the tools are no longer

useful. Another challenge is the quirks of the C language. Apart from not having

type-safety, the language also have many features, like varargs or inline assembly,

that are hard or impossible to analyze.

One design choice we pick against these challenges, is to require light-weight anno-

tations in both of our case studies. Obviously the benefit is that, if designed properly,

annotations can help the analysis understand the code better at key places, and in-

crease both scalability and precision. The downside is also obvious. Annotations

require expensive human effort and, maybe more seriously, may contain errors that

misguide the analysis. To reduce the human effort needed, each analysis does infer-

ence on the annotations if possible. Therefore, we keep the requirement for manual

annotations to a very low level, normally changing less than 1% of code lines. To

counter wrong annotations, most of them are not trusted by the analyses. We either

check them statically and report possible inconsistencies, or instrument the code to

dynamically check the assertions/annotations at runtime. Therefore, we try hard to

find any wrong annotations that may lead the analysis awry.

In practice, we have found that adding small number of annotations not a big

burden. In fact, the Linux kernel community has been doing this to the mainline

kernel for quite a while, for the consumption of their own heuristics-based static

analysis tool [Torvalds and Triplett, 2003]. The general feeling is that for complicated

code like the kernel, properly designed annotations make good documentation, express

meta-data not expressible with the language itself, and thus over time become a
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useful part of the code even for human readers. We even conjecture that one use of

the inference capability of our tools would be to generate kernel documentation with

inferred annotations, because a lot of these are not obvious to developers not too

familiar with the code and are helpful to their understanding of the code.

Another technique that we use to tackle the challenges is hybrid checking, which

refers to sound analyses where certain properties are verified at runtime instead of

compile time. This is used in recent schemes like Hybrid Type Checking [Flanagan,

2006] and CCured [Necula et al., 2005]. Basically the analysis works together with the

compiler. It tries its best to verify the relevant properties. It passes if it is definitely

okay, or reports an error if it thinks there is a defect. However, in the middle is

when the static analysis cannot decide. At this time, instead of failing or forfeiting

soundness by ignoring it, it directs the compiler to generate necessary runtime checks

to instrument the program to report an error whenever an actual problem occurs at

runtime. The benefit of this approach is that for hard-to-check properties, it gives

the analysis another option in addition to poor scalability, lots of false positives, or

loss of soundness. For cases where runtime checking is cheap, this is in general a very

good option. Compared to full dynamic checking tools, hybrid checking often has

far better runtime performance, because it uses the static analysis as a performance

optimization, removing lots of checks that can be proved to be unnecessary.

9



Chapter 2

Execution Contexts and Locks

2.1 Introduction

Concurrency has recently gained a lot of attention in the operating system community.

The movement to multicore processors have made SMP support a requirement for any

modern operating system. And concurrency control, in the general sense of ensuring

correct functioning in the face of asynchronous events and parallel execution paths,

is essential to the system when running on multiple processors or cores. Moreover, in

order to utilize an increasing number of cores, more fine-grained concurrency control

mechanisms are needed, making the part of the system dealing with concurrency more

complex, and unfortunately, more error-prone.

A lot of work on concurrency focused on the issue of ensuring synchronized accesses

to shared state, using locks or other forms of synchronization. We observe that

concurrency control in the kernel generally involves more issues than that. In addition

to concurrent execution of code, the kernel also needs to deal with external events that

could happen at any time, in the form of exceptions and interrupts. Here exceptions

refers to events that happen within the processor that needs the processor’s immediate

10
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attention, for example, page faults or divide-by-zero errors. This is as opposed to

interrupts, which originate from hardware devices outside the processor. Most modern

operating systems, including Linux, allow interleaving of kernel code execution for fast

response to interrupts and exceptions. This gives rise to much indeterminism, and

thus a series of restrictions on what the kernel code is allowed to do in order to

function correctly given all possible interleavings.

In this chapter, we present a tool, called Ctxcheck, that uses program analysis

to statically understand two specific concurrency-related issues and their interaction,

and try to check the kernel code statically against a known set of possible bugs. The

goal is that, if the analysis passes, the code should be free of bugs of these kinds,

regardless of any runtime situation, like different orderings and timings of interrupts

and exceptions. We introduce these two issues very briefly here and will discuss the

background in more details in the next section. One issue we study is execution

context, or context for short, which we use to refer to: 1) whether the processor is in

an interrupt service routine, 2) whether interrupts are disabled (masked) or enabled.

Contexts poses restrictions on the operations allowed. For example, trying to force

the current process to sleep in an interrupt handler is almost always a bug. The other

issue is spin locks safety. Spin locks are used to serialize access to shared data from

multiple processors. There are restrictions, sometimes subtle, on how and when these

locks should be used in different contexts. Incorrect use will often lead to hard-to-

reproduce deadlocks. As we will show, the kinds of bugs related to these two issues

and their interaction are often the tricky ones that are not obvious from the code, and

often hard to reproduce. Therefore static checking of these bugs should be useful.

We discuss necessary background of these issues in the next section, present the

analysis of contexts in Section 2.3, and the checks we do with context and spin locks

in Section 2.4. We present evaluation results in Section 2.5, discuss related work in

Section 2.7 and concludes this chapter in Section 2.8.
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IRQ

system
call

1 2 6

Process A Process A Process B

4 53

Kernel Mode
context switch to B

User Mode

iret

Figure 2.1: Example Linux kernel control path for interrupt handling

2.2 Background

As background to our study, in this section we go over the relevant mechanisms Linux

uses for interrupt handling and synchronization.

First let us discuss execution contexts. Figure 2.1 shows a typical control path of

Linux when handling system calls and interrupts.

• During time 1 to 2, and during 3 to 4, the kernel is processing systems calls.

This state is referred to as in process context, or specifically in the context of

process A.

• During 4 to 5, the kernel is handling a hardware interrupt. This is referred

to as in interrupt context. When an interrupt happens, the kernel handles it

immediately, unless interrupt is explicitly disabled (masked) by the kernel. The

interrupt service routine, the code handling the interrupt, uses the same kernel-

mode execution stack as code handling system calls.

Interrupt, exception and parallel code execution all bring concurrency to the ker-

nel. Therefore accesses to shared data structures need to be synchronized. The kernel
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provides a plethora of primitives for synchronization. They include those normally

available to applications, like mutexes and semaphore, and also some unique to the

kernel, like spin locks and per-CPU variables. As discussed, we focus on spin locks

in this study. Spin locks are only for SMP kernels. Their sole purpose is to prevent

unsynchronized accesses by multiple processors to the same shared data. The name

comes from the fact that when one processor cannot acquire a lock, it busy-waits, or

spins, until it acquires it. This is useful for two main reasons. First, unlike mutexes

or semaphores, spin locks can be used in interrupts. Second, in a lot of cases, busy-

waiting for a few dozens cycles or more, is actually much more efficient than making

the current process sleep, which often requires a few thousand cycles, as mutexes and

semaphores do when the lock cannot be acquired.

The following are the main spin lock primitives.

1. spin lock(lock), spin unlock(lock). These acquire and release a spin lock.

2. spin lock irq(lock), spin unlock irq(lock). spin lock irq() disables in-

terrupts on the local CPU, and then acquires the lock. spin unlock irq()

releases the lock and re-enables local interrupts. These are used, in process

context, to protect some data that are also used in interrupts. It makes sure

that while we are holding the lock, the local CPU will not handle an interrupt

that may in turn needs the spin lock, leading to a deadlock. Note that it only

disables interrupts on the local CPU, other CPUs may still process interrupts

and compete for the lock, which is okay.

3. spin lock irqsave(lock,flags), spin unlock irqrestore(lock,flags). These

are similar to the last pair, and in addition saves and restores the interrupt mask

flags. They are useful in places where it is unknown whether interrupts are en-

abled or disabled.
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For more detailed discussion of Linux interrupt handling and synchronization,

interested readers are referred to Ch. 4 and Ch. 5 of [Bovet and Cesati, 2005].

2.3 Analyzing Execution Contexts

As we have seen in Section 2.1, execution contexts play a big part in what concurrency-

related operations the kernel is allowed to do and their consequences. Unfortunately

the possible contexts a piece of code could execute in is often not obvious by looking

at it. So the first part of our study is to build a static analysis that tries to figure out

the possible values of relevant context flags for any code location in the code.

2.3.1 Analysis Overview

There are many context flags in the kernel. Some of them are stored in CPU registers.

Others are stored in the task structure (current), along with other state of the kernel

task executing on the current processor. Our analysis is concerned with the following

two flags,

1. in irq. This indicates whether the CPU is handling a hardware interrupt. At

runtime, this can be tested with in irq(), which reads a bit from the task

struct. For a particular function, this flag does not change.

2. irqs enabled. This indicates whether the current CPU has interrupts enabled.

For x86, this is the IF bit in the EFLAGS processor register. Unlike in irq,

this flag can be changed at any time by the program in many ways, for example

by calling local irq disable()..

Our analysis is flow-sensitive, inter-procedural, context-insensitive and whole-

program. Through intra-procedural and inter-procedural propagation of information
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known about the code, it basically assigns the possible combination of execution con-

text flags to each location in the code. With this information, we can then proceed

(in Section 2.4) to find any inconsistent use of execution contexts, or incorrect use of

spin lock primitives.

Note that it is quite common for a function to be used in several different execution

contexts. In order to provide enough resolution for these cases, and because our

analysis is context-insensitive, we actually assign a set of possible flag combinations

for each location. Also, each flag is tri-state, that is, it can be either true, false or

unknown, in order to be able to process under-specified code.

The analysis is summary based. It computes a summary for each function con-

sisting of the following fields,

1. flags. A set of (in irq,irqs enabled) tuples that are possible at the entrance

to the function.

2. must in irq. Whether we know for sure the function needs to be called in

ISR, not in ISR or unknown. It could be true, false or unknown respectively.

Intuitively, this can be inferred if the function always calls some function that

must or must not be used in ISRs.

3. irqs must enabled. Similarly, whether we know for sure the function needs to

be called with IRQs enabled, disabled or unknown.

4. action. Whether the function enables the interrupts, disables or keeps it un-

changed.

2.3.2 Constructing the Call Graph

We work on a single source file version of the Linux kernel, merged using the merger

in the CIL compiler framework [Necula et al., 2002]. The first step of the analysis is
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to construct a context-insensitive call graph of the whole kernel. This identifies which

functions can be called from a function, and vice versa. This is done with a single

pass through the file by looking for function calls.

Function pointers need special treatment. We use a custom points-to analysis for

function pointers to understand which functions one function pointer could potentially

point to. In some tricky places, in order to achieve the scalability we need, we resort

to requiring some annotations from the user to help the analysis to go through.

We use a very simple type-based points-to analysis as the baseline. Basically if

we do not know anything about the function pointer, we assume that it could point

to any function in the kernel that has had its address taken and is type-compatible

with the pointer. Type compatibility is very loosely defined. We currently only

require that they have the same number of arguments. Stricter rules can be used, but

one needs to be quite careful not be become unsound as argument types of function

pointers are used quite liberally. It is easy to see that our setting is sound assuming

the code obeys the C calling convention and does not process arguments by manually

working with the stack. We believe this is true for the part of kernel we care about.

Obviously this naive analysis gives a lot of false call paths. But as we will see below,

this baseline analysis is seldom used.

To improve precision, we observe that aliasing of function pointers are often much

more restricted compared to aliasing of other pointers. For starter there is no dynamic

allocation of targets (functions) involved. And for the kernel, there are a small number

of patterns or idioms that covers most cases. So we inspect the code and add support

for some of the idioms that the kernel code uses and provide much more precise results

for these cases. Here are the main idioms that we handle.

• A very common idiom is C++ vtable-like structures that stores a set of functions

implementing a particular abstract interface. For example the inode operations
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struct contains function pointers implementing the inode interface for any file

system. In most cases, enough precision can be achieve by associating a set

of functions with each field of the structure type. Therefore we keep track of

assignments to function pointer struct fields and only output those functions

that are reachable from those assigned to the particular field. This is sound as

long as no physical polymorphism of structs is involved, which we did not find

any in the kernel.

• Similarly for static function pointers arrays. We track assignments to members

of function pointer arrays, and unify the set of possible functions against a

particular static/global array.

• The above simple techniques work for most cases. However, we found that

generic call-back structures require more resolution. For example, there are a

number of global notifier chains. Each corresponds to different a set of registered

callbacks, but all of them are stored in the notifier block struct. The above

algorithm will collapse all callbacks for all notifier chains together, which results

in vast number of false paths. Solving this generally will probably require

context-sensitivity in the points-to analysis. We decided not to go that way

and work around this in a semi-adhoc way by requiring an annotation that

links the call site to the functions registering the callbacks. And because each

chain has a separate callback-registering function, this solves the problem. The

particular annotations (CALL1/CALL2/CALL3) are discussed in Section 2.4.

The analysis is implemented in an “on-demand” way. During analysis, it visits all

definitions and functions to create a graph representing the assignment relationship

between various entities in the program. Entities include local and global function

pointer variables, struct or union fields of function pointer types, function pointer

arrays, and functions themselves, etc. Then when asked what functions a function
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pointer can point to, the analysis traverses the graph and returns all reachable func-

tions as the answer, so that transitively assigned functions can be discovered.

2.3.3 Inference of must in irq

After the call graph is constructed, the next step is to use a simple backwards dataflow

analysis (ch.9.2 of [Aho et al., 2007]) to infer must in irq flags for functions, and use

the call graph to propagate it throughout the program. Having these flags help the

analysis later-on. And by inferring instead of relying on the programmer to annotate

all such functions, we can save much effort by the programmer.

Initially all functions have must in irq=unknown except those manually anno-

tated as true or false. For example, mutex lock() is annotated to have must in irq=false

because mutex acquisition cannot be done in interrupt context. Then we apply the

following backwards dataflow analysis to each function.

• The flow state is simply a tri-state value must in irq, initialized to unknown.

• The transfer function is the identity function, unless the current instruction is a

call to a function that has must in irq=true, or must in irq=false, in which

case the flow state becomes true or false, respectively.

• The join function returns true or false if both inputs are true or both are

false. Otherwise, it returns unknown. It is used to join the state from multiple

basic blocks, and also from the calling of multiple functions from the same

function pointer.

Standard work-list algorithm is used to propagate this to all functions. The

call graph is consulted each time the dataflow analysis results in the change of the

must in irq bit of the current function. When this happens, all potential callers of

the current function are added to the work-list again so that they can be re-evaluated.
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The irqs must enabled flag is currently not inferred. Its inference is harder than

that of must in irq because irqs enabled could be changed at any point in the

code, in particular by function calls. Therefore effective inference could only be done

when the action flag of each function is known, which is actually part of the output

of our whole analysis. Therefore the inference would be more involved. So for now we

rely on the programmer to provide irqs must enabled annotations when they are

needed.

2.3.4 Dataflow Analysis

The core of our analysis is a dataflow analysis that works on one function a time. It

takes as input the preconditions of the function (flags), and summaries of any other

functions that it may call. It produces as output, this function’s action, and any

changes to preconditions of other functions. During the analysis process, we compute

on-the-fly the set of possible flags for each location in the code, and these are used to

do safety checks that we will discuss in Section 2.4.

The dataflow analysis is a standard forward dataflow one (ch.9.2 of [Aho et al.,

2007]). It works on the CIL [Necula et al., 2002] presentation of the function, after a

standard control flow graph is constructed.

Figure 2.2 shows the analysis itself, including definition of the flow state and

transfer functions. In the following paragraphs, we explain the analysis in more

details following the figure.

ff(x) is the most important transfer function. It is used for all function calls

made by the current function. It basically applies the actions of these functions to

the current flow state. It also covers calls to primitives like local irq disable(),

spin lock irq() (both turns local IRQ off). These primitive functions have proper

actions through annotations. For example, local irq disable() and spin lock irq()
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fun()

x

if(e)

yx

fif(x, e) felse(x, e)

fjoin(x, y)

x

ff(x)

Flow state is a triple:
x = (flags, action, saved)

where the members are,

flags the set of possible context flags
each flag is (in irq,irqs enabled)

action = {↑ | ↓ | →} the function enables/disables or keeps irq
saved a map of saved context flags

Transfer functions:

ff(x) =


x if fun() has action →
(E(x.flags), ↑, x.saved) if fun() has action ↑
(D(x.flags), ↓, x.saved) if fun() has action ↓
(D(x.flags), ↓, {v 7→ x} ∪ x.saved) if fun() is irq save(v)
x.saved(v) if fun() is irq restore(v)

fif,e(x) = (G(x.flags, e), x.action, x.saved)
felse,e(x) = (G(x.flags,¬e), x.action, x.saved)

fjoin(x, y) =

{
(x.flags ∪ y.flags, x.action, x.saved ∩ y.saved) if x.action = y.action
> otherwise

where,

E(flags) = {(l.in irq, T )|l ∈ flags}
D(flags) = {(l.in irq, F )|l ∈ flags}

G(flags, e) =


{l | l ∈ x.flags ∧ l.in irq = T |F} if e =⇒ in irq = T |F
{l | l ∈ x.flags ∧ l.irqs enabled = T |F} if e =⇒ irqs enabled = T |F
flags otherwise

Figure 2.2: Dataflow analysis of execution contexts
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are both annotated to have action ↓ (disabling irqs). The function E(x) and D(x)

return the flags after the interrupts are enabled or disabled respectively.

The last two cases in ff(x) handles the saving and restoration of local irq state.

In particular spin lock irqsave(lock,flags) and friends save the interrupt related

flags in flags, and then disables interrupts. Conversely spin lock irqrestore(lock,flags)

restores the flags stored in flags. In addition, there are functions that calls spin lock irqsave()

and returns the flags. We rely on the programmer to provide annotations for these

functions so that the analysis can track them properly.

Here are two examples of using the IRQ SAVE annotation. Note that ret is a

keyword supported by the analysis, denoting the function’s return value. This shows

that the annotations accept lvalues as argument and is flexible enough for most cases.

unsigned long read_lock_irqsave(rwlock_t *lock) IRQ_SAVE(__ret) {

unsigned long flags;

local_irq_save(flags);

...

return flags;

}

static struct rq *task_rq_lock(struct task_struct *p, unsigned long *flags)

IRQ_SAVE(*flags) {

...

local_irq_save(*flags);

...

}

fif(x) and felse(x) are guards for if statements 1. This is useful for understanding

1Note that in CIL, other C statements containing conditionals, for example for loops, are all
rewritten to use if statements. So we only need guards for ifs
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code that tests the current execution context, and do different things in different con-

texts. For example, the following code snippet from drivers/char/vt.c illustrates

why this is needed,

static int do_con_write(...)

{

...

if (in_interrupt())

return count;

might_sleep();

acquire_console_sem();

...

}

It tests whether the local CPU is in an interrupt service routine. If true, it returns

immediately. If not, it proceeds to do things like acquiring a semaphore, which is only

allowed in process contexts. Thus to understand that this is correct code, the analysis

needs to understand the in interrupt() test.

Cases like this are handled using the guard function G(flags, e), which basically

keeps those flags that matches the guard condition and drops the others. For example,

the first rule states that, if the guard condition implies in irq is true or false, then we

only keep those flags that has in irq=T or F respectively. To find out whether the if

conditional implies the predicate in question, we use a fixed list of test functions and

support basic boolean logic among the values. For example, the analysis understands

that (in interrupt() && ...) also implies in irq=T. Also note that a special case

is that if G(flags, e) = ∅, the path will be treated as unreachable and not analyzed.

Finally, fjoin(x, y) combines flow state from multiple blocks flowing into the same

block. We require the code to behave consistently with regard to how it changes
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the interrupt mask no matter which path it takes. This is true in most cases. In

the few cases when it does not, the state becomes >. Then we have to add manual

annotations or assertions to work around the problem.

When the analysis is done, the action field of the flow state is saved to the

function summary.

2.3.5 Inter-Procedural Analysis

The inter-procedural part of the analysis propagates knowledge about behavior of

separate functions throughout the program. Because the dataflow analysis may have

used summaries of functions that have not been analyzed. When summaries of these

functions become available, and in general, more precise, we may need to analyze

the current function again. Therefore a function can be analyzed multiples times. A

standard work list algorithm is used to schedule these runs of analyses. A function

may be added to the work list for any of the following reasons.

• Initially each function is added to the work list.

• When the summary of any function that it calls changes. In other words,

when after one round of dataflow analysis, the summary of the current function

changes, all of its parents in the call graph are added to the work list again.

• When a call to a function changes the callee’s precondition context flags, that

is, the flags field of the function summary, then the callee is added to the work

list again.
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Annotation Meaning
IRQ ON Must be called with IRQ enabled
IRQ OFF Must be called with IRQ disabled
IN IRQ Must be called in ISRs

NOT IN IRQ Must never be called in ISRs
IRQ SAVE(x) This function saves IRQ flags into x and disables IRQ

IRQ RESTORE(x) This function restores IRQ flags from x
ACT ENABLED This function enables IRQ
ACT DISABLED This function disables IRQ

ACT UNCHANGED This function keeps IRQ unchanged
CALL1(fun) This function calls fun()

CALL2(fun,arg) Calls any function passed to fun() as the arg-th argument
CALL3(fun,arg,fld) Calls any function stored in field fld of a struct

that gets passed to fun() as the arg-th argument
UNSAFE Warn if this function is reached

LOCK NAME(x) (On variables) assign name x to this lock

Table 2.1: Ctxcheck annotations

2.4 Checking Contexts and Spin Lock Uses

With summaries of functions computed, and possible execution context flags analyzed

at each statement in the code, Ctxcheck does a set of checks based on this knowledge

it has about the code, to try to find potential problems. The results are a list of

problem cases that violates the rules, with a back trace for each explaining why it

could happens.

In some cases, we want to give the analysis more knowledge to make it understand

the program better, and therefore give better checking results. We do this by adding

annotations. These annotations are macros that translate to custom GCC attributes.

They are ignored by GCC during the normal build process, and becomes useful when

we check the code using our tool. Table 2.1 list the major annotations currently

implemented in the analysis.

There are also assertions that can be used to make sure certain conditions are

true at a particular location. Table 2.2 list all assertions supported.
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Assertion Meaning
ASSERT IRQ ON IRQ must be enabled
ASSERT IRQ OFF IRQ must be disabled
ASSERT IN IRQ Must be in ISRs

ASSERT NOT IN IRQ Must not be in ISRs
ASSERT ACT ENABLED Current function should have enabled IRQ
ASSERT ACT DISABLED Current function should have disabled IRQ

ASSERT ACT UNCHANGED Current function should have kept IRQ unchanged

Table 2.2: Ctxcheck assertions

2.4.1 Checking Contexts

The tool does the following simple checks against execution contexts, It will print out

a warning if any of the following happens,

1. A function is called in a context that conflicts with its summary. For example,

a function with must in irq=F and called from a location that has in irq=T is

a problem.

2. An assertion is violated. For example, when ASSERT ACT ENABLED() is met and

the current location has action=→.

3. An UNSAFE function is called and it is in one of the basic blocks of a guarded

if statement that tests some context-related predicate.

The last rule merits some explanation. We annotate kernel functions like BUG(),

halt() as unsafe, because almost all uses of them are indications of something wrong.

So it makes sense to report places where these could be called. However, there are

a lot of possible reasons they could be called and execute context is only one of

them. So we approximate separating out all context-related problem by requiring the

unsafe call to be in the basic block immediately after an if statement that tests some

context-related predicate. We show two examples of this in Figure 2.3. Case (a) will

be reported as a possible bug if it is called with IRQ on. But case (b) will not be
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if (in_interrupt())
BUG();

(a)

if (in_interrupt()) {
...
do {

BUG();
} while (...)

}

(b)

Figure 2.3: Examples of if guards

reported as a problem, because the BUG() call is not in the immediate basic block

after if.

Obviously this is not sound because it may miss some problems actually due to

context reason, as case (b) may well be. But it eliminates a lot of false positives and

reports mostly real problems. So we think the sacrifice of soundness in this case is

worthwhile.

When working with the kernel code, we added some annotations to the Linux ker-

nel code base, so that the tool can better understand the code and reports more useful

results. Without annotations, a lot of functions already have correct summaries. But

there are places where either we reported false problems or missed opportunities to

do checks. The annotation process is basically an iterative one: We run the tool,

see if the analysis gets the function summaries correct. If some are wrong, there will

usually be a lot of false problems. Then we add some annotations, or make some

other changes if necessary, and run the tool again, so on.

We discuss more details of what and how much we changed in Section 2.5.

2.4.2 Checking Spin Locks

The current version of our tool checks for one particular kind of problem in spin lock

usage, namely locks that are used both in ISRs at location A and with interrupts

enabled at location B. This is a problem because as interrupts can happen at any
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time, when the lock is held with interrupts enabled at location B, if an interrupt

happens and the ISR wants to acquire the same lock at location A, deadlock happens.

Problems of this kind are often hard to find because some seemingly harmless function

call may make a lock change its safety property. And in most cases these bugs are

not easy to reproduce, but real bugs.

In order to statically find these bugs, first we need to name the locks in the

program, in addition to the context information we already have after the analysis.

For this we simply assign static lock classes to locks. A large portion of locks used

are static locks. So we simply use their variables’ names as the locks’ classes. We

found that almost all dynamically allocated locks are stored inside structures. So for

most of them, combining the struct’s type name and the field name gives a unique

name for the lock class. For most cases, using these static lock classes do not yield

false positives, indicating that locks of the same class are often used consistently as

expected. A side note explaining why this works, is that the code almost never holds

multiple locks of the same class simultaneously, as database systems often do when

accessing multiple tables in a transaction. We think part of the reason is that such a

design would be prone to deadlocks and operating systems do not normally contain

deadlock detection mechanisms. So in general, lock usage is much more static in

nature compared to generic data processing systems like databases.

There are a few cases where static lock classes do not work. Most of them are

generic data structures containing locks and related to concurrency, for example “wait

queues”. Different instances of these are used in different contexts. Collapsing the

locks in these based on type will result in false positives. We currently do not check

these locks. Solving this problem is future work.

After we have named the locks, we examine calls like spin lock() and simply

record every possible context in which a lock can be used and its corresponding

location. When an incompatible context is added to the list of a lock, we report it as
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a problem.

2.4.3 Error Reporting

Once we found a problem, be it a context problem or a spin lock problem, it is

important that we print detailed and useful information that can help understand

whether it is a real problem or a false positive, and if it is real, the source of the

problem.

The most important piece of information the user needs to understand the result

is back traces leading to particular execution context flags in a function summary. In

order to print this out, we keep a “back link” whenever we change the flags during

the dataflow analysis, or propagate a flag to a function during the inter-procedural

propagation. At the end of the analysis, the tool can be told to prints out a report

listing all summaries of all functions and explain why each flag gets there. This is

done by following the “back links” until we find a change of the flags, for example

enabling of interrupts. Note that there can be cycles in the links and care is taken to

avoid them.

Now let us look at an actual example. Figure 2.4 shows an output snippet of

our tool. The second half points out a bug in the 8250 serial port driver. The lock

.uart port.lock (the one protecting each port), is used in both ISRs (“IN sites”, in

total 5 sites) and with interrupts enabled (“EN sites”, 2 sites). The first half shows

details about the function receive chars(), which is among the sites acquiring the

lock. It shows two back traces. One not in ISR and with IRQ enabled (“IN-,EN+”),

the other in ISR and with IRQ enabled. The first back trace shows that the call

originates from run timers(), and the reason why IRQ is on is because in that

function, raw local irq enable() is called, and so on.

With this output, it is relatively easy to find the reason why the analysis thinks
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receive_chars()
Summary: =
Flags:
Preconditions:

IN-,EN+ (1) :
serial8250_handle_port() at drivers/serial/8250.c:1346
serial8250_backup_timeout() at drivers/serial/8250.c:1526
__run_timers() at kernel/timer.c:577, and call to

raw_local_irq_enable() at kernel/timer.c:574
IN+,EN+ (1) :
serial8250_handle_port() at drivers/serial/8250.c:1346
serial8250_interrupt() at drivers/serial/8250.c:1387
handle_IRQ_event() at kernel/irq/handle.c:141, and call to

raw_local_irq_enable() at kernel/irq/handle.c:138

...

.uart_port.lock : IN:5 EN:2
IN sites:

* uart_start() at drivers/serial/serial_core.c:114
* uart_stop() at drivers/serial/serial_core.c:93
* serial8250_console_write() at drivers/serial/8250.c:2369
* receive_chars() at drivers/serial/8250.c:1269
* serial8250_handle_port() at drivers/serial/8250.c:1339

EN sites:
* receive_chars() at drivers/serial/8250.c:1269
* serial8250_handle_port() at drivers/serial/8250.c:1339

Unsafe: lock .uart_port.lock used in both ISRs and with IRQ enabled.
See above for more info.

Figure 2.4: Example output snippet of Ctxcheck
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there are problems, and to tell if they are false positives and real bugs in the code.

2.5 Evaluation

The current implementation of Ctxcheck is written in about 3000 lines of OCaml, on

top of the CIL compiler framework [Necula et al., 2002]. In this section, we discuss

results of applying Ctxcheck to the Linux kernel.

2.5.1 Checking the Linux Kernel

We work with a modified version of Linux kernel 2.6.20.7. In our evaluation we

focus on several parts of the kernel, including all indispensible sub-systems (boot,

scheduling, virtual memory and etc), the networking stack, 32 network card drivers

(18 10M/100M cards and 14 1000M cards) and several other miscellaneous drivers.

Apart from these, the kernel is minimally configured. For example, we did not compile

in a file system.

Because our analysis requires whole program analysis, we modified the Linux build

scripts so that when asked to compile and link files, they call the CIL merger to merge

preprocessed source code together instead of compiling them into object code. The

pre-processed and merged single-file kernel as configured above is 855K lines of code

(26MB in size).

We did the following modifications to the kernel for the analysis to better under-

stand the code and do checking.

• The kernel contains some explicit runtime checks of contexts. We annotate

the checking functions once and take advantage of all the checks immediately.

For example, might sleep() dictates that the current function might sleep and

should not be used in atomic contexts, including hardware interrupt contexts.
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We annotate it as NOT IN IRQ. Thus Ctxcheck should report a problem if code

that could execute in interrupt context calls might sleep().

• We annotate many “entry” functions with proper context information, so that

they can propagate context to other parts of the kernel. In particular, all sys-

tem call functions and module init/exit functions are annotated as IRQ ON,

NOT IN IRQ. And the function that calls all ISRs, handle IRQ event() is anno-

tated as IN IRQ, IRQ OFF.

• We annotate some commonly used functions that have context requirements.

This task requires knowledge about the internals of the kernel. We rely on

our understanding, kernel documentation and existing usage scenarios in the

kernel to figure out what functions need to be annotated and how to anno-

tate them. For example, mutexes and semaphores can not be used in inter-

rupt context. So we annotate these as NOT IN IRQ. Another example is that

smp call function() is annotated to be IRQ ON because it requires IRQ to be

enabled when called.

• For a few cases where the analysis still cannot proceed, as workarounds, we

add assertions to dictate the state and behavior of the code to the analy-

sis. For example, the function lock task sighand() behaves as IRQ SAVE

when it succeeds (and returns non-zero), but does not turn IRQ off when it

fails (and returns 0). We still annotate the function as IRQ SAVE and add

ASSERT ACT UNCHANGED() at the call site along the failures path to dictate the

correct behavior.
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Annotation Number
IRQ ON 546
IRQ OFF 466
IN IRQ 64

NOT IN IRQ 44
IRQ SAVE 9

IRQ RESTORE 8
ACT ENABLED 1
ACT DISABLED 1

ACT UNCHANGED 25
LOCK NAME 97

UNSAFE 4
CALL3 12

Table 2.3: Number of Ctxcheck annotations added to Linux 2.6.20.7

2.5.2 Annotation Burden

We measured the amount of annotations needed for the tool to yield useful results.

In total we changed 1792 lines in the code (0.2% of the merged kernel code). Most of

the changes are addition of annotations. Table 2.3 is a break-down of the annotations

we added.

We estimate that the above changes are about 3 days of work. We believe this

is mostly a one-time cost, because the contexts of functions should not change very

often as the code evolves. As we can see, most of the annotations are IRQ ON and

IRQ OFF ones. Part of the reason is that we do not currently do inference for these

flags yet. So we still need these annotations for many functions, for example, all

system call entry functions. We think the addition of inference for them will reduce

the total number of annotations needed significantly.

Note that it is not easy to tell when there are enough annotations in the code.

One way to measure the “coverage” of the annotations is to measure the percentage

of unknown flags in the results. This gives a rough gauge of how much knowledge

the analysis has about the code. Because we do not take unknown flags into account
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Entity Number
Functions 12180

Orphan functions 209 (1.7%)
Callsite traces 101975

Unknown inIrq calls 5617 (5.5%)
Unknown irqEnable calls 22434 (22.0%)

Table 2.4: Ctxcheck annotation coverage statistics

for error checking, unknown flags lead to missed errors. Therefore this also gives a

measure of how much “unsoundness” there is.

With the above annotations, the statistics are shown in 2.4. The first part shows

that 1.7% of all functions are orphans, that is we do not know anything about the

contexts they could execute in. Inspection shows that most of them are code unreach-

able in our configuration of the kernel. Ctxcheck tries its best to remove unreachable

code for the purpose of the analysis under the close-world assumption 2. However

it does this conservatively and there are cases where unreachable code is left un-

touched. The remaining orphans are due to valid entry functions that do not have

definite context settings. Therefore we cannot annotate them with our current set of

annotations. Both these cases could lead to false negatives. The second half of the

table shows how these orphan functions “pollute” the rest of the kernel. We can see

that the percentage of unknown irqEnable calls is still quite large. Removing dead

code more effectively, and add more expressive annotations to describe the indefinite

functions, are both future work.

2.5.3 Analysis Performance

We timed the analysis on a dual-processor Pentium 4 Xeon 2.8Ghz server. A full

merge of the kernel took 10 minutes 18 seconds. When only a few files are modified,

2Note that we may remove code that is needed by dynamically loaded kernel modules at runtime.
But that is okay for the sake of the analysis.
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Analysis step Duration
CIL parsing 39.7s

Points-to analysis & call graph gen. 3.2s
Propagation of must in irq flags 0.7s

Main analysis 27.2s
Printing final report 6.3s

Others 6.0s

Table 2.5: Timing statistics for analyzing Linux 2.6.20.7 using Ctxcheck

the merge process is much faster, generally taking 1-2 minutes.

Running the Ctxcheck tool itself on the merged kernel took 83 seconds. This is

quite fast considering the size of the kernel. Table 2.5 shows the break-down of the

time. Note that nearly half of the time is spent in CIL parsing and preprocessing.

The printing of the report took 5 seconds, most of which is spent searching for back

traces explaining context flags. We think this could be made faster by caching or

precomputing partial back traces as a lot of them have common segments. This is

not implemented yet because currently it is not a performance problem.

We would like to point out that the performance of the analysis is very sensitive

to the precision of the points-to analysis. And this is actually the reason why we use a

specialized points-to analysis tailored to function pointer usage in the kernel. Before

that we tried the One-Level Flow algorithm [Das, 2000]. Although performance of

the points-to analysis is okay (about 1 minute for the same kernel). It does not work

well for function pointers in the kernel, generating so many false paths that the main

analysis cannot complete within 30 minutes.

2.5.4 Bugs Found

A run of Ctxcheck on the merged kernel yields 81 warnings. Among these, 21 are

about locks that are used in both in irq and irq enabled contexts. The remaining

60 are context-related warnings. We do not expect a lot of these to be real bugs, as
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this kernel version is considered “stable” and as we will discuss in the related work

section, the kernel has integrated a runtime checking tool covering the bugs Ctxcheck

checks for over half a year.

Nevertheless after we examined the results, we found four cases that are defi-

nitely bugs. In fact, when we checked the latest kernel version, we found that these

are already fixed in 2.6.21. All four are similar problems in a network card driver

qla3xxx.c. One example is in ql link state machine(),

spin_lock_irqsave(&qdev->hw_lock, hw_flags);

...

if (test_bit(QL_RESET_ACTIVE,&qdev->flags)) {

if (netif_msg_link(qdev))

printk(KERN_INFO PFX

"%s: Reset in progress, skip processing link "

"state.\n", qdev->ndev->name);

return;

}

...

spin_unlock_irqrestore(&qdev->hw_lock, hw_flags);

The problem is that when the second if tests true, the function returns without

unlocking &qdev->hw lock, and also fails to restore the IRQ mask. The analysis

found that the function returns with inconsistent IRQ mask. So it reports a potential

bug. We believe this bug slipped through testing and the runtime tool because these

error paths are hard to exercise for both methods. This shows Ctxcheck, as a static

tool, has better coverage than runtime checking tools.

There are another 5 warnings that we think are probably bugs. We are in the

process of confirming these with kernel developers. For example, one of them is that
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the function kmap skb frag() could be reached while processing segmented packets

in ISRs, but the function is clearly marked as “should not be called in IRQ”.

To further evaluate the usefulness of Ctxcheck in finding IRQ context and locking

related bugs. We browsed the Linux kernel mailing for relevant bug reports and fixes.

We found 5 of them that are recent enough that we can “port” to our kernel. Of the 5

bugs, Ctxcheck successfully finds 2 of them 3. Both of them are locks usage bugs. Of

the remaining three, one requires understanding of software IRQs, which the analysis

does not have. The other two are related to multi-lock deadlocks, also not covered

by the analysis yet.

Although these results are still preliminary, we can see that Ctxcheck is effective

in finding real and non-obvious bugs in a large code base like the Linux kernel. What

has not been shown by this evaluation is that, we believe tools like Ctxcheck would

be very useful in the early development phase of new code for the kernel, like new

device drivers. Code in this stage tends to be much buggier than code already in the

mainline tree. Ctxcheck can help the developer find bugs without actually running

the code. Since interrupt related bugs and deadlocks are always hard to debug at

runtime, we expect the ability to find bugs statically to be very helpful.

2.6 Discussion

Here we discuss a couple of interesting issues related to the current Ctxcheck imple-

mentation and future work.

Currently Ctxcheck is a whole-program analysis, mostly because context is a piece

of global state. This may be a problem for very large code bases. For example if we

configure in all Linux device drivers, the merging and analysis may take too long.

3Original bug reports: http://groups.google.com/group/linux.kernel/browse_thread/
thread/66ec98c14c879ce3/2b539acafe962d6b, http://groups.google.com/group/linux.
kernel/browse_thread/thread/b143b4281c9f9a54/188cc2c69ca8510c
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One way around this is to divide the system into a number of large modules, and

analyze one module at a time, using annotations and summaries on the interface

functions between the modules, and output inferred annotations and summaries for

analysis of other modules. One particular set-up is to divide the kernel into basic

kernel subsystems as a large module, and each device driver as a module. This

way, the large kernel subsystems only need to be analyzed once, and the analysis

output saved. Then for each driver, the analysis only needs to work on a very small

program using the saved results, which should make the analysis very fast. This

would make Ctxcheck a useful tool for device driver developers, especially those new

to Linux driver development. In addition, the annotations and summaries of kernel

API function should make useful documentation of the kernel API, whose usage

conventions regarding contexts are often non-obvious.

Another issue regards the result presentation of the tool. Currently in the result

report, we normally list a single back trace as the reason for a function to have a

particular flag. However, this trace may be a false positive, leaving the user wondering

whether there is another valid path leading to this. Currently there are two ways you

can handle this. First you can annotate the code to remove the false path, and rerun

the analysis. This process will probably take a couple of minutes and thus tedious if

there are a lot of error cases to examine. Another way is to rerun the tool and tell it

to output multiple traces for each flag. This is easier sometimes. But it makes the

analysis take longer and may generate a lot of clutter. Moreover, it is often hard to

say how many traces per flags is enough. Thus it still gets tedious sometimes. We

think a better way would be to provide an interactive interface for examining the

results right after the analysis is done. When activated, this would allow the user

to tell the tool to “explain” a particular flag with arbitrary number of traces. This

would make examining the results easier than it currently is.

The process context and hardware interrupt context that Ctxcheck tracks are not
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exhaustive. There are more similar concepts in the kernel that could be analyzed.

For example, softirq, or so-called “software interrupts” are a commonly used context

somewhat in the middle of process context and hardware interrupt context. Ctxcheck

currently treats softirq context as hardware interrupt context, and this generates false

positives, as there are some combinations of states that are actually allowed but the

analysis treats as illegal. Adding softirq support involves adding more state bits to

the function summaries and dataflow state. It should be a relatively straight-forward

addition.

2.7 Related Work

Lockdep [Molnar and van de Ven, 2007] is a set of concurrency related runtime checks

for the Linux kernel. It has been integrated into the mainline Linux kernel and is

considered to be very useful by Linux kernel developers. Lockdep includes interrupt

related checks that are quite similar in nature to those performed by Ctxcheck. Ac-

tually Ctxcheck is inspired partly by locdep. However lockdep checks are done at

runtime. So it incurs significant overhead and can only find errors in code that are

actually exercised at runtime. Note that lockdep does not need the actual error

condition to happen, but only needs to observe enough information that makes a po-

tential error possible, just like Ctxcheck. But still Ctxcheck, being a static analysis,

achieves more coverage than lockdep. Currently lockdep includes many more checks

than Ctxcheck does, for example it checks for multi-lock dead locks.

One direction for future work is to add more checks to Ctxcheck and see how

many of the checks that lockdep does, which have been deemed very useful by the

Linux kernel community, could be made static. The biggest missing piece seems to

be the tracking of what locks are acquired at each location. With that we should be

able to check for multi-lock deadlocks and context problems involving multiple locks.
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Another possible direction is to combine lockdep and Ctxcheck to create a hybrid

concurrency checking tool. With this tool, Ctxcheck is run on the code during the

build process. And for all the locks and portion of code that are verified to be safe with

regard to a set of checks, they do not need to be checked at runtime again. For the

rest of locks and code, runtime checks are inserted so that their safety can be verified.

This guarantees safety while having the benefit of lower overhead than a full-runtime

checking tool, and also finds many problems during the build process. Depending on

how low the overhead could be, this could potentially make the tool deployable on

production systems, which would help a lot in detecting hard-to-reproduce bugs.

SLAM [Ball et al., 2001], BLAST [Henzinger et al., 2002] and MAGIC [Chaki et

al., 2004] represent a family of recently-developed software analysis engines based-on

the abstract-check-refine, or iterative refinement, paradigm. They build an abstract

model of the program, check certain properties, refine the model if it is not precise

enough, and then start over again. In this way they can get precise results with a

model of the program that has only enough details for the properties to be checked.

Microsoft’s SDV [Ball et al., 2006] uses SLAM to statically analyze Windows device

drivers looking for temporal API usage problems, like acquiring a spin lock twice. The

problems that SDV checks include concurrency-related ones that bear similarity with

those Ctxcheck checks. However, these tools have different focuses. SDV focuses on

device drivers (up to a few hundred of thousand lines according to [Ball et al., 2006])

with a relative fixed API interface. In contrast, Ctxcheck checks the entire kernel

using simpler analyses and more domain-specific techniques, and scale to millions of

lines of code easily.

Sparse [Torvalds and Triplett, 2003] is a static analysis tool developed by the Linux

kernel community specifically for the Linux kernel. It supports simple checks like

user/kernel pointers and unpaired lock/unlock calls. It does not currently understand

interrupt contexts though. Compared to sparse, Ctxcheck is built on a more flexible
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and analyzable framework (CIL), and uses more sophisticated techniques and thus

understands the code better. The checks already in sparse should also be doable in

Ctxcheck too.

2.8 Contexts and Locks Conclusion

In this chapter we have presented Ctxcheck, a tool that statically analyzes the exe-

cution contexts and spin lock usage in the Linux kernel and their interactions. With

the help of some added annotations (about 0.2% of the kernel code changed). the

tool can analyze the the whole kernel in a few minutes and find useful bugs in these

aspects.
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Type Safe and Recoverable Device

Drivers

3.1 Introduction

Operating systems, and other large and general systems like web servers, often provide

an extensibility mechanism that allows the behavior of the system to be customized

for a particular usage scenario. For example, device drivers adapt the behavior of

an operating system to a particular hardware configuration, and web server mod-

ules adapt the behavior of the web server to the content or performance needs of a

particular web site. However, such extensions are often responsible for a dispropor-

tionately large number of bugs in the system [Chou et al., 2001; Swift et al., 2003],

and bugs in an extension can often cause the entire system to fail. In this chapter our

goal is to improve the reliability of extensible systems without requiring significant

changes to the core of the system. To do so, we must isolate existing extensions,

preferably with little modification, restore system invariants when they fail, restart

them automatically for availability, and (ideally) restore active sessions.
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In this chapter, we present techniques to improve the dependability of com-

modity operating systems by making device driver more reliable. Previous sys-

tems have attempted to address this problem using some form of lightweight pro-

tection domain for extensions. For example, the Nooks project [Swift et al., 2004;

Swift et al., 2003] runs Linux device drivers in an isolated portion of the kernel address

space, modifying kernel API calls to move data into and out of the extension. This

approach prevents drivers from overwriting kernel memory at the cost of relatively

expensive driver/kernel boundary crossings.

Our system, SafeDrive, takes a different approach to improving extension relia-

bility. Instead of using hardware to enforce isolation, SafeDrive uses language-based

techniques similar to those used in type-safe languages such as Java. Specifically,

SafeDrive adds type-based checking and restart capabilities to existing device drivers

written in C without hardware support or major OS changes (i.e., without adding a

new protection domain mechanism). We have four primary goals for SafeDrive:

• Fine-grained type-based isolation: We detect memory and type errors on

a per-pointer basis, whereas previous work has only attempted to provide per-

extension memory safety. SafeDrive ensures that data of the correct type is used

in kernel API calls and in shared data structures. This advantage is critical,

because it means that SafeDrive can catch memory and type violations before

they corrupt data, even for violations that occur entirely within the driver.

Thus, we can prevent the kernel or devices from receiving incorrect data for these

cases. SafeDrive can also catch more memory-related bugs than hardware-based

approaches; specifically, SafeDrive can catch errors that violate type safety but

do not trigger VM faults. In addition, because errors are caught as they occur,

SafeDrive can provide fine-grained error reports for debugging.

• Lower overhead for isolation: SafeDrive exhibits lower overhead in general,
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particularly for extensions with many crossings (for which Nooks admits it is

a poor fit [Swift et al., 2003, Sec. 6.4]). Compared with SafeDrive, hardware-

enforced isolation incurs additional overhead due to domain changes, page table

updates, and data copying. Moreover, these techniques change the semantics

of various operations subtlely, especially for code dealing with complex data

strucutres requiring deep copying and sharing. When concurrency between the

kernel and the extensions is involved, this again poses new challenges as there

may be multiple copies of a data structure at a certain point of time. Also, the

stronger type invariants that SafeDrive maintains makes it possible to check

many pointer operations statically.

• Non-intrusive evolutionary design. SafeDrive provides type safety without

changing the structure of the host system (e.g., the OS kernel) significantly and

without rewriting extensions to use a new language or API. Moreover the binary

interface between the host system and the extension is unchanged. Therefore

the system is able to use both SafeDrive-enabled extensions and non-SafeDrive-

enabled extensions. This way extensions can be migrated to use SafeDrive

gradually over time.

• Protection against buggy (but not malicious) extensions. In rare cases

where true type safety would require significant changes to the extension or to

the host API, we prefer to trust individual operations whose safety we cannot

verify and gradually migrate to more complete isolation over time. For example,

our current implementation does not yet attempt to verify memory allocation,

deallocation, and mapping operations. In addition, we make no attempt to

protect the system from extensions that abuse CPU, memory, or other resources

(unlike OKE [Bos and Samwel, 2002] and Singularity [Patel et al., 2003]). As

a consequence, SafeDrive is able to guard against mistakes made by the author
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of the extension but does not attempt to protect against a malicious adversary

capable of exploiting specific behaviors of our system.

C and its variants have a number of important constructs that can be used to cause

violations. In addition to the most obvious issue of out-of-bounds array accesses, C

also has fundamental problems due to unions, null-terminated strings, and other

constructs. To transform a driver written in C (which includes all Linux drivers) into

one that obeys stricter type safety requirements, we must fix all of these flaws without

requiring extensive rewrites and ideally without requiring modifications to the kernel.

The existing approaches to type safety for C involve the use of “fat” pointers,

which contain both the pointer and its bounds information. CCured [Necula et al.,

2005], for example, can make a legacy C program memory-safe by converting most

of its pointers into fat pointers and then inserting run-time checks to enforce bounds

constraints. However, this approach is not realistic for drivers or for the kernel, since

it modifies the layout of every structure containing pointers as well as every kernel

API function that uses pointers. To use CCured effectively in this context, we would

need to “cure” the entire kernel and all of its drivers together, which is impractical.

Instead, SafeDrive employs a novel type system for pointers called Deputy, de-

veloped by Condit et al [Condit et al., 2007]. Deputy is a dependent type system

designed for low-level programming. It enforces memory safety for most programs

without resorting to the use of fat pointers and thus without requiring changes to the

layout of data or the driver API. The key benefit Deputy provides is that it exploits

the insight that most of the required pointer bounds information is already present in

the driver code or in the API—just not in a form that the compiler currently under-

stands. Deputy relies on a set of type annotations to identify where this information

is in places where it already exists. In SafeDrive, annotations are added to Linux

kernel header files and driver source files. Therefore operations within the driver,
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including function calls and accesses to data structures are checked for type safety.

And all calls to kernel functions and accesses to exported kernel data structures are

also checked. But any operation inside the kernel is trusted to preserve type safety.

Similar to Ctxcheck as we discussed in Chapter 2, there is legitimate concern

that adding annotations to kernel headers or driver code may be a burden. However,

there are many reasons why this approach is a practical one for type safety. First,

the required annotations are typically very simple, allowing programmers to easily

express known relationships between variables and fields (e.g., “p points to an array

of length n”). Second, the cost of annotating kernel headers is a one-time cost; once

the headers are annotated, the marginal cost of annotating additional drivers is much

smaller. Third, annotations are only mandatory for the driver-kernel interface, while

the unannotated data structures internal to the driver can use fat pointers. About

600 Deputy annotations were added to kernel headers for the 6 drivers we tested

(Section 3.6.3).

Any solution based on run-time enforcement of isolation must provide a mecha-

nism for dealing with violations. In SafeDrive we assume that extensions are restartable

provided that certain system invariants are restored. In the case of Linux device

drivers, invariant restoration consists of releasing a number of resources allocated by

the driver and unregistering any name space entries registered by the driver (e.g.,

new device entries or file system entries), both of which we will refer to as updates.

In order to undo updates during fault recovery, we track them using wrappers for the

relevant API calls. Because SafeDrive allows an extension to operate safely in the

kernel address space without the use of a hardware-enforced protection domain, the

task of managing and recovering kernel resources is greatly simplified.

As with Nooks, SafeDrive cannot prevent every extension-related crash, nor can

it guarantee that malicious code cannot abuse the machine or the device. However,

because SafeDrive can catch errors that corrupt the driver itself without corrupting
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other parts of the system, we expect it to catch more errors, and we expect it to catch

them earlier.

We have implemented SafeDrive for Linux device drivers, and we have used the

system on network drivers, sound drivers, and video drivers, among others. Our

experiments indicate that SafeDrive provides safety and recovery with significantly

less run-time overhead than Nooks, especially when many calls to/from the driver

are made (e.g., 12% vs. 111% overhead in one benchmark, and 4% vs. 46% in an-

other). The main conclusion to draw from these experiments is that language-based

techniques can provide fine-grained error detection at significantly lower cost by elim-

inating the need for expensive kernel/extension boundary crossings.

In Section 3.2, we present an overview of the SafeDrive system, including the

compile-time and run-time components. In Section 3.3, we provide a brief overview

of the Deputy type system and compiler. Then, in Section 3.4 and Section 3.5, we

describe in detail the deputization of Linux device drivers and the implementation of

the recovery system. Section 3.6 describes our experiments. Finally, Section 3.7 and

Section 3.8 discuss related work and our conclusions.

3.2 SafeDrive Overview

In SafeDrive, isolated recoverable extensions require support from the programmer,

the compiler, and the runtime system. The programmer is responsible for insert-

ing type annotations that describe pointer bounds, and the compiler uses these an-

notations to insert appropriate run-time checks. The runtime system contains the

implementation of the recovery subsystem.

The compiler is implemented as a source-to-source transformation. Given the

annotated C code, the Deputy source-to-source compiler produces an instrumented

version of this source code that contains the appropriate checks. This instrumented
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Figure 3.1: Compilation of an extension in SafeDrive

code is then compiled with GCC. Most of the annotations required for this process are

found in the system header files, where they provide bounds information for API calls

in addition to the recovery system interface. The compilation process is illustrated

in Figure 3.1.

At run time, a SafeDrive-enabled extension is loaded into the same address space

as the host system and is linked to both the host system and the SafeDrive runtime

system. Because all code runs in the same address space, no special handling of

calls between the host system and the extension is required, apart from the run-time

checks that the Deputy compiler inserts based on each function’s annotations. The

extension can read and write shared data structures directly, again using the Deputy-

inserted run-time checks to verify the safety of these operations. Note that the host

system does not need to be annotated or compiled with the Deputy compiler. Another

consequence of this binary compatibility property is that non-SafeDrive extensions

can be used with a SafeDrive-enabled host system as-is.

The SafeDrive runtime system is responsible for “update tracking” and recovery.

It maintains data structures tracking the list of updates the extension has done to

kernel state. Whenever a Deputy check fails, the control is passed to the SafeDrive

runtime system, which attempts to cancel out these updates and restart the failed
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Figure 3.2: Block diagram of SafeDrive for Linux device drivers. Gray boxes indicate new
or changed components.

extension. Figure 3.2 shows the structure of the SafeDrive runtime system for the

Linux kernel.

Although this chapter focuses on Linux device drivers, we believe that the prin-

ciples used in SafeDrive could be applied to a wide range of other extensible systems

without a large amount of additional effort.

3.2.1 Example

Figure 3.3 shows some sample code adapted from a Linux device driver. Here

the programmer has added the Deputy annotation “count(info count)” to the

buffer info field, which indicates that info count stores the number of elements

in this array. The original code contained the same information in comments only;

thus, the existence of this relationship between structure fields was previously hidden

to the compiler.

Code in italics shows run-time checks that SafeDrive inserts into the instrumented

version of the file (see Figure 3.1) to enforce isolation and to support recovery. The

first and third checks are assertions that enforce memory safety. The first check
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struct e1000 tx ring {
...
unsigned int info count;
struct e1000 buffer * count(info count)

buffer info;
...

};

static boolean t
e1000 clean tx irq(

struct e1000 adapter *adapter,
struct e1000 tx ring *tx ring)

{
...
assert(tx ring != NULL);
spin lock(&tx ring->tx lock);
track spin lock(&tx ring->tx lock);
...
i = tx ring->next to clean;
assert(0 <= i && i < tx ring->info count);
eop = tx ring->buffer info[i]

.next to watch;
...
track spin unlock(&tx ring->tx lock);
spin unlock(&tx ring->tx lock);

}

Figure 3.3: SafeDriveexample adapted from the Linux e1000 network card driver. The
one programmer-inserted annotation is underlined. The italic code shows Deputy run-time
checks that are inserted into the instrumented version of the file.
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ensures that tx ring is non-null, which is required because Deputy assumes that

unannotated function arguments are either null or point to a single element of the

declared type, much like references in a type-safe language. The third check in the

example enforces the bounds declared for the buffer info field before it is accessed.

Note that a simple optimization ensures that we do not insert redundant checks every

time tx ring is dereferenced; indeed, the low overhead of SafeDrive is in part due to

the fact that most pointer accesses require very simple checks or no checks at all.

If either of these assertions fail, SafeDrive invokes the recovery subsystem. To

support recovery, SafeDrive inserts code to track the invariants that must be restored,

as seen in the second and fourth italic statements in this example.

This example shows that SafeDrive preserves the binary interface with the rest of

the kernel, inserts relatively few checks (tracked resource allocation is rare, and most

pointers point to a single object), at the expense of a few annotations that capture

simple invariants. In the next three sections, we describe the Deputy type system,

discuss how we apply it to Linux and present the associated recovery system.

3.3 The Deputy Type System and Compiler

Deputy is developed by Condit et al. [Condit et al., 2007], with SafeDrive [Zhou et

al., 2006] as a main application. As Deputy is quite new, and for the completeness of

discussion on SafeDrive, we include here an overview of the Deputy type system and

the corresponding compiler in this section. Readers interested in technical details of

the Deputy type system and its soundness argument are referred to [Condit et al.,

2007].

The goal of the Deputy type system is to prevent pointer bounds errors through

a combination of compile-time and run-time checking. Adding these checks is a

challenging task because the C language provides no simple way to determine at run
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time whether a pointer points to an allocated object of the appropriate type. Previous

systems, such as CCured [Necula et al., 2005], addressed this problem by replacing

pointers with multi-word pointers, known as “fat” pointers, which indicate the bounds

for the pointer in question. Unfortunately, this approach changes the layout of data in

the program, making it very difficult to “cure” one module or extension independently

of the rest of the system.

In contrast, Deputy’s types allow the programmer to specify pointer bounds in

terms of other variables or structure fields in the program. Deputy’s annotations also

allow the programmer to identify null-terminated arrays and tagged unions. These

annotations are flexible enough to accommodate a wide range of existing strategies

for tracking pointer bounds. The key insight is that most pointers’ bounds are present

in the program in some form—just not a form that is obvious to the compiler. By

adding appropriate annotations, we allow the compiler to insert memory safety checks

throughout the program without changing the layout of the program’s data structures.

Deputy is implemented as a source-to-source transformation that runs immedi-

ately after preprocessing, before the code is fed to the native compiler, GCC in our

case. It is built on top of the CIL compiler framework [Necula et al., 2002], and

the current prototype contains about 20,000 lines of OCaml code. Deputy has three

phases:

1. Inference. First, Deputy infers bounds annotations for every unannotated

pointer in the program. For unannotated local variables, Deputy inserts an

annotation that refers to new local variables that explicitly track the unanno-

tated pointer’s bounds; this approach is essentially a variant of the fat pointer

approach. For globals, structure fields, and function parameters and results,

Deputy assumes a default pointer type. We use the inference module from

CCured [Necula et al., 2005] to improve local variable annotations and to iden-
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tify global variables that may require manual annotation.

2. Type Checking. Once all pointers have Deputy annotations, Deputy checks the

code itself. It emits errors and run-time checks where appropriate.

3. Optimization. Since the type checking phase generates a large number of run-

time checks, a Deputy-specific optimization phase is used to eliminate checks

that will never fail at run-time and to identify checks that will definitely fail at

run time.

3.3.1 Deputy Type Annotations

Here we discuss Deputy’s type annotations and their associated run-time checks.

These type annotations allow Deputy to verify code that uses unsafe C features, such

as pointer arithmetic, null-terminated strings, and union types. Deputy annotations

represent a reasonably large range of common C programming practices. They are

simple enough to allow the type system to reason about them effectively, and yet they

are expressive enough to be usable in real-world C programs. Note that annotations

are not trusted by the compiler. Deputy checks when assigning a value to a variable

that the value has the appropriate type; when using a variable, the type checker

assumes that it contains a value of the declared type. In other words, these anno-

tations function much like the underlying C types. Of course, Deputy only checks

one compilation unit at a time, and therefore it must assume that other compilation

units adhere to the restrictions of any Deputy annotations on global variables and

functions, even if those other compilation units are not compiled by Deputy.
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3.3.1.1 Buffers

Buffers are the most important construct that Deputy provides safety for. Deputy

allows the user to specify the bounds of a pointer by using one of four type annotations:

safe, sentinel, count(n), and bound(lo, hi). In these annotations, n, lo, and hi

stand for expressions that can refer to other variable or field names in the immediately

enclosing scope. For example, annotations on local variables can refer to other local

variables in the same function, and annotations on structure fields can refer to other

fields of the same structure. These annotations can be written after any pointer

type in the program; for example, a variable named buf could be declared with the

syntax int * count(len) buf, which means that the variable len holds the number

of elements in buf. The meanings of these annotations are as follows:

• The safe annotation indicates that the pointer is either null or points to a single

element of the base type. Such pointers are the most common kind of pointer

in C programs, and they typically require only a null check at dereference.

• The sentinel annotation indicates that a pointer is useful only for comparisons

and not for dereference. This annotation is typically used for pointers that point

immediately after an allocated area, as permitted by the ANSI C standard.

• The count(n) annotation indicates that the pointer is either null or points to

an array of at least n elements. When accessing an element of this array, Deputy

will insert a run-time check verifying that the pointer is non-null and the index

is between zero and n.

• The bound(lo, hi) annotation indicates that the pointer is either null or points

into an array with lower and upper bounds lo and hi. When accessing this array

or applying pointer arithmetic to this pointer, Deputy will verify at run time

that the pointer remains within the stated bounds.
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Deputy allows casts between pointers with these annotations, inserting run-time

checks as appropriate. For example, when casting a count(n) pointer to a safe

pointer, Deputy will check that n >= 1. Similarly, when casting a pointer p with

annotation count(n) to a pointer with annotation bound(lo, hi), Deputy will verify

that lo <= p and that p + n <= hi.

The fourth annotation, bound(lo, hi), is quite general and can be used to de-

scribe a wide range of pointer bound invariants. For example, if p points to an

array whose upper bound is given by a sentinel pointer e, we could annotate p with

bound(p, e), which indicates that p points to an area bounded by itself and e. In

fact, the sentinel, safe, and count(n) annotations are actually special cases of

bound(lo, hi); when used on a pointer named p, they are equivalent to bound(p,

p), bound(p, p + 1), and bound(p, p + n), respectively. Thus, when checking

these annotations, it suffices to consider the bound(lo, hi) annotation alone.

The invariant maintained by Deputy is as follows. At run time, any pointer whose

type is annotated with bound(lo, hi) must either be null or have a value between

lo and hi, inclusive. That is, for a pointer p of this type, we require that p ==

0 || (lo <= p && p <= hi). (Note that ANSI C allows p == hi as long as p is

not dereferenced.) Furthermore, all of these pointers must be aligned properly with

respect to the base type of this pointer. Given this invariant, we can verify the safety

of a dereference operation by checking that p != 0 && p < hi. In order to ensure

that this invariant is maintained throughout the program’s execution, Deputy inserts

run-time checks before any operation that could potentially break this invariant,

which includes changing the pointer itself or any other variable that appears in lo or

hi. Since this process generates a large number of run-time checks, many of which

are trivial (e.g., p <= p), Deputy provides an optimizer that is specifically designed

to remove the statically verifiable checks that were generated by this process.
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int * safe find(int * count(len) buf,
int len) {

assert(buf != 0);
int * sentinel end = buf + len;
int * bound(cur, end) cur = buf;
while (cur < end) {

assert(cur != 0 && cur < end);
if (*cur == 0) return cur;
cur++;

}
return NULL;

}

Figure 3.4: Example usage of Deputy bounds annotations. Underlined code indicates
programmer-inserted annotations; italic code indicates checks performed by Deputy at
run time.

Figure 3.4 presents an example of Deputy-annotated code. This function finds and

returns a pointer to the first null element in an array, if one exists. This example shows

several annotations at work. The first argument, buf, is annotated with count(len),

which indicates that len stores the length of this buffer. The return type of this

function, int * safe, indicates that we return a pointer to a single element (or

null). (This annotation is not strictly necessary since safe is the default annotation

on most unannotated pointers.) In the body of the function, we use a sentinel type

for end, indicating that it cannot be dereferenced. Also, we use cur and end for the

bounds of cur, which allows us to increment cur until it reaches end without breaking

cur’s bounds invariant.

The italic code in Figure 3.4 indicates the checks that were inserted automatically

by Deputy based on the programmer-supplied annotations. When applying arithmetic

to buf, we verify that buf is not null, since Deputy disallows arithmetic on null

pointers. When dereferencing, incrementing, or returning cur, we verify that there

is at least one element remaining in the array, which is a requirement for all of
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these operations. In many cases, Deputy’s optimizer has removed checks that it

determined to be unnecessary. For example, the result of buf + len is required to

stay in bounds, so Deputy checks that buf <= buf + len <= buf + len; however,

since len is known to be the length of buf, Deputy’s optimizer has removed this check.

In addition, the cur++ operation requires the same check as the dereference in the

previous statement; in this example, Deputy’s optimizer has removed the duplicate

check.

3.3.1.2 Other C features.

Apart from bounded buffers. Deputy also provides safety for several other C language

features that are common sources of type-safety bugs.

Null termination. Deputy provides a nullterm annotation that can be used in

conjunction with any one of the above bounds annotations. This annotation indicates

that the elements beyond the upper bound described by the bound annotation are a

null-terminated sequence; that is, the bound annotation describes a subset of a larger

null-terminated sequence. For example, count(5) nullterm indicates that a pointer

points to an array of five elements followed by a null-terminated sequence. Note that

count(0) nullterm indicates that a pointer points to an empty array followed by a

null-terminated sequence—that is, it is a standard null-terminated sequence.

The checks inserted for null-terminated sequences are a straightforward exten-

sion of the checks for bounds annotations. For example, when dereferencing a null-

terminated pointer, we verify only that the pointer is non-null. When incrementing a

null-terminated pointer, we check that the pointer stays within the declared bounds,

and if not, we check that it is not incremented past the null element. Note that the

nullterm annotation can be safely dropped during a cast, but it cannot be safely

added to a pointer that is not null-terminated.

Tagged unions. Deputy also provides support for tagged unions. From the
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perspective of memory safety, C unions are a form of cast, allowing data of one

type to be reinterpreted as data of another type if used improperly. C programmers

usually use a tag field in the enclosing structure to determine which field of the

union is currently in use, but the compiler cannot verify proper use of this tag. As

with pointer bounds, Deputy allows the programmer to declare the conditions under

which each field of the union is used so that these conditions can be verified at run

time when one of the union’s fields is accessed. To do so, the programmer adds the

annotation “when(p)” to each field of the union, where p is a predicate that can refer

to variable or field names in the immediately enclosing scope, and can use arbitrary

side-effect-free arithmetic and logical operators.

Deputy also supports a number of other common C features. For example, Deputy

will use format strings to determine the types of the arguments in printf-style func-

tions. Also, Deputy allows the program to annotate open arrays (i.e., structures that

end with a variable-length array whose length is stored in another field of the struc-

ture). Finally, Deputy provides special annotations for functions like memcpy() and

memset(), which require additional checks beyond those used for the core Deputy

annotations.

3.3.2 Inferring Annotations

The Deputy type system expects to see a pointer bound annotation on every pointer

variable in the program in order to insert checks. However, since adding annotations

to every pointer type would be difficult and would clutter the code, Deputy provides

a simple inference mechanism. For any local variable of pointer type and for any

cast to a pointer type, Deputy will insert two new variables that explicitly hold the

bounds for this type. The type can then be automatically annotated with bound(b,

e), where b and e are the two new variables. Whenever this variable is updated,
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Deputy inserts code to update b and e to hold the bounds of the right-hand side of

the assignment. Although this instrumentation inserts many additional assignments

and variables, the trivial ones will be eliminated by the Deputy-specific optimizer.

Deputy also employs the inference algorithm from CCured [Necula et al., 2005]

to avoid inserting unnecessary local variables. For example, if a local variable is

incremented but not decremented, we insert a new variable for the upper bound only.

This inference algorithm is also useful for inferring nullterm annotations.

The Deputy compiler works by compiling each C file separately, just as a normal C

compiler does. Therefore for pointer types other than those found in local variables

or casts, Deputy requires the programmer to insert an annotation. Such pointer

types include function prototypes, structure fields, and global variables. Since Deputy

cannot instrument external function arguments or structures fields the same way

it can instrument local variables, the programmer must explicitly supply bounds

annotations. Fortunately, most of these annotations appear in header files that are

shared among many compilation units, which means that each additional annotation

will benefit a large number of modules in the program. Also, Deputy can optionally

use a default value for unannotated pointers in the interface (usually safe); however,

such annotations are unreliable and should eventually be replaced by an explicit

annotation. The inference algorithm assists in this process as well by identifying

global variables, functions, and structure fields that require explicit annotations.

3.4 Applying Deputy to the Linux Kernel

The last section discussed the annotations and inferences supported by Deputy. In

this section, we discuss how we applied Deputy to the Linux kernel to provide type

safety to device drivers in the SafeDrive system.
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3.4.1 Adding Annotations

Deputy annotations are added to the kernel API interface exported to the drivers,

and in the drivers themselves. The basic process is like this.

• First we try compiling the unannotated device driver with Deputy. Note that

at this time some kernel headers used by the driver may already be annotated

because they are used by other drivers we have already annotated. But there

may be other non-annotated pointers that actually need non-default annota-

tions. The compiler looks for these cases and issues warnings. For example,

indexing into unannotated buffers (like *(p+2)) will trigger a warning.

• We then go examine the code and see if we can come up with legitimate bounds

and other annotations for the pointers. For data structures defined by the ker-

nel, we modify the kernel header files. In order to maintain binary compatibility,

we can only add annotations and use other existing variables as bounds, but

are not allowed to add new members to kernel data structures. This is possible

most of the time. For the few cases where precise annotations are not possible,

we add conservative bounds or just trust the operations. For data structures

defined by the driver, we modify the drivers source or header files. Here we are

allowed to change the definition of driver-only data structures, although we still

use annotations most of the time.

• When relevant compile-time warnings are all fixed, we try loading the Deputy-

enabled driver in the kernel. Sometimes there are annotations missing (or

wrong) that the compile-time checks did not notice. They often trigger spurious

runtime errors. We fix these until they are also gone, or find actual problems

in the driver.
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size t strlcpy(
char * count(size-1) nullterm dst,
const char * count(0) nullterm src,
size t size);

Figure 3.5: Deputy annotations for the prototype of strlcpy()

In Section 3.6.3 we will present a breakdown of different types of annotations we

actually added, and estimates the amount of work involved. Now let us discuss a few

examples of annotated code to see how these annotations are used for actual code.

Figure 3.5 is the annotated prototype of the standard strlcpy string manipulation

function. It illustrates the use of bounds and nullterm annotations on kernel function

prototypes. The argument dst is annotated as char * count(size-1) nullterm,

meaning that it has an least size-1 bytes of real data followed by a null-terminated

area (typically just a zero byte).1 The src argument is const char * count(0)

nullterm, which just means that it is a standard null-terminated string with unknown

minimum length. These annotations demonstrate the flexibility of the nullterm

annotation, since Deputy is capable of describing both a standard null-terminated

pointer as well as a null-terminated array with some known minimum size.

Figure 3.6 shows some annotations used by the Linux device driver e1000, il-

lustrating the use of tagged unions and dependence upon other fields in the same

structure. In this example, the type field indicates which field of the union is cur-

rently selected. When using Deputy, the programmer can place the when annotations

to indicate the correspondence between the tag and the choice of union field so that

it can be checked when the union is accessed. For example, when reading the field

range, Deputy will check that type == range option. When the user wishes to

change the tag field (or any field on which the when predicates depend), Deputy

1This requirement is slightly different from the official strlcpy specification, since dst is required
to be null-terminated on entry as well as on exit. However, in practice, establishing this invariant
on entry should not require much, if any, additional effort on the part of client code.
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struct e1000 option {
enum {range option, list option} type;
union {

struct {
int min, max;

} range when(type == range option);
struct {

int nr;
struct e1000 opt list {...} *p;

} list when(type == list option);
} arg;

};

Figure 3.6: Example usage of the when annotation, adapted from Linux’s e1000 driver.

verifies that pointers in the newly selected union field are null and therefore valid.

There are two important restrictions that Deputy imposes on the use of tagged

unions. First, they must be embedded in structures that contain one or more fields

that can be used as tags for the union. Second, one cannot take the address of a

union field, although it is possible to take the address of the structure in which it is

embedded.

3.4.2 Caveats and Deputy Limitations

The most significant safety issue that is ignored by Deputy currently is the issue of

memory deallocation. Deputy is designed to detect safety violations due to bounds

violations, but it does not check for dangling pointers, since detecting such violations

would require more extensive run-time checking or run-time support than we currently

provide. For now we simply trust that the program’s deallocation behavior is correct.

We could potentially use a conservative garbage collector.

In addition, there are some cases in which Deputy’s type system is insufficient.

First, Deputy’s type system is sometimes incapable of expressing an existing depen-
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dency; for example, programmers sometimes store the length of an array in a structure

that is separate from the array itself. Second, Deputy’s type system sometimes fails

to understand a type cast where there are significant differences between the pointer’s

base type before and after the cast. Based on our experience (see Section 3.6), such

casts occur at about 1% of the assignments. In both of these cases, we use Deputy’s

trusted cast mechanism to suppress any Deputy errors or run-time checks for a par-

ticular cast or assignment. For example, the container of macro, which subtracts

from a pointer to a field to get a pointer to the containing object, is not typable in

Deputy and we have to resort to trusted casts in the macro definition for now. This

means that we are not able to check that this macro is used properly.

In particular, pointers of void* type sometimes pose challenges. Downcast from

void * to a specific type is currently unsound if the type contains pointers. This

is used a lot for storing private data of device drivers. So trusted casts need to be

used. In some of the cases, we can annotate the void* pointer as POLY, which means

it corresponds to one particular type in this driver and Deputy should assume it

will not be changed outside the driver to something of other types. Although this is

unsound to be exact, it saves a lot of trusted casts while does not produce many false

negatives.

3.4.3 API Changes for Soundness

Although some cases where trusted casts are needed are due to Deputy limitations,

there are many of them where a failure in Deputy’s type system indicates a lack of

robustness in the code itself. Thus, the process of annotating code can help identify

places where the interface between modules can be improved. Here are a few examples

of these.

We encountered a few cases where the required bounds information is not readily
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available or not expressible in our type system. Although currently we use trusted

code to work around these problems, we could introduce kernel API changes so that

soundness can be ensured. For example, the ipw2100 driver defines a number of

functions of type iw handler, which are called by the kernel itself.

int (*iw_handler)(struct net_device *dev,

struct iw_request_info *info,

union iwreq_data *wrqu,

char *extra)

The extra parameter points to an array of characters whose bounds are deter-

mined by various fields of wrqu, depending on the particular iw handler being in-

voked. We believe that this API should be changed so that the length of extra is

passed as a fifth parameter, allowing easy verification of this function. In fact, it is

quite easy for the clients of this function to pass the appropriate parameter; for ex-

ample, the following code from wireless.c shows that the length of extra is readily

available at the call site:

...

extra_size = descr->max_tokens * descr->token_size;

extra = kmalloc(extra_size, GFP_KERNEL);

handler(dev, &info, &(iwr->u), extra);

...

Overall, this API change required the modification of roughly 10 lines in kernel

source and header files, along with 1 find/replace command on the ipw2100 driver

source that modified about 40 lines. We believe that such API changes are useful

even in the absence of a tool like SafeDrive, since they help the programmer to reason

about safety at the time the code is written.
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3.5 Recovery System

This section describes how SafeDrive tracks updates from the driver and recovers

from driver failures. We also compare our recovery mechanisms to that of Nooks.

3.5.1 Update Tracking

As mentioned briefly in Section 3.2, the update tracking module maintains a linked

list of all updates a driver has made to kernel state that should be undone if the driver

fails. For each update, the list stores a compensation operation [Weimer and Necula,

2004], which is a pointer to a function that can undo the original update, along with

any data needed by this compensating action. For example, in Linux device drivers,

the compensation function for kmalloc() is kfree(). This list is also indexed by

a hash table, which allows compensations to be removed from the list if the driver

manually reverses the update (e.g., if an allocated block is freed). SafeDrive provides

wrappers for all functions in the kernel API that require update tracking, allowing

drivers to use this feature with minimal changes to their source code.

In a few cases, we need to modify the kernel to handle changes to the list of

updates that are not explicitly performed by the driver. For example, timers are

removed from the list after the corresponding timer function executes.

Updates recorded by the tracking module are divided into two separate pools, one

associated with the driver itself (long-term updates) and the other associated with the

current CPU and control path (short-term updates). The latter pool holds updates

like spinlock-acquires, which have state associated with the local CPU and must be

undone atomically (without blocking) on the same CPU.
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3.5.2 Failure Handling

Failures are detected by the run-time checks inserted by the Deputy compiler. When a

run-time checks fails, it invokes the SafeDrive recovery system. First, a description of

the error is printed for debugging purposes. For problems due to memory safety bugs,

this error report pinpoints the actual location where a pointer leaves its designated

bounds or is dereferenced inappropriately.

Then SafeDrive goes through a series of steps to clean up the driver module itself,

restoring kernel state and optionally restarting the driver, while at the same time

allowing other parts of the system to continue running. We maintain two invariants

during the recovery process, both vital to the success of recovery:

• Invariant 1: No driver code is executed from the point when a failure is de-

tected until recovery is complete. This invariant is required because the driver

is already corrupt; executing driver code could easily trigger more failures or

corrupt kernel state.

• Invariant 2: No kernel function is forcefully stopped and returned early. Forceful

returns from kernel functions would corrupt kernel state. On the other hand,

the driver function that fails is always stopped forcefully, in order to maintain

the first invariant.

3.5.2.1 Returning gracefully from a failed driver.

The basic mechanism for “forceful return” from a driver function is a setjmp()/longjump()

variant that unwinds the stack and jumps directly to the next instruction after

setjmp(). SafeDrive requires the programmer to identify driver entry points, and

add calls to SafeDrive macros at these entry points to generate wrapper stubs that

call setjmp() to store the context in the current task structure (Linux’s kernel thread
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data structure). When a failure occurs, the failure-handling code will call longjmp()

to return to the wrapper, which then returns control to the kernel with a pre-specified

return value, often indicating a temporary error or busy condition. The failure-

handling code also sets a flag that indicates that the driver is in the “failed” state.

This flag is checked at each wrapper stub to ensure that any future calls to the driver

will return immediately, thus preserving Invariant 1. This approach allows the kernel

to continue normally when the driver fails.

Typically, identifying driver entry points is a simple task; to a first approximation,

we can look for all driver functions whose address is taken. Determining the appro-

priate return value for a failure can be more difficult, since returning an inappropriate

value can cause the kernel to hang. Fortunately, the appropriate return value is rel-

atively consistent across each class of drivers in Linux. The Nooks authors provide

a more extensive study of possible strategies for selecting proper return values [Swift

et al., 2004].

The recovery process is more complicated in cases where the driver calls back

into the kernel, which then again calls back into the driver, resulting in a stack

that contains interleaved kernel and driver stack frames. If we jump to the initial

driver entry point, we skip important kernel code in the interleaved stack frame,

violating Invariant 2. Conversely, if we jump to the closest kernel stack frame, we

must ensure that Invariant 1 is maintained when we return to the failed driver. To

solve this problem, SafeDrive records context information at each re-entry point into

the driver. A counter tracks the level of re-entries into the driver, which is incremented

whenever the driver calls a kernel function that may call back into the driver. After

the driver fails, control jumps directly to re-entry points when it returns from these

kernel functions. Essentially, we finish executing any kernel code still on the stack

while skipping any driver code still on the stack. This technique is similar to the

handling of domain termination in Lightweight RPCs [Bershad et al., 1989], although
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in our case, both the kernel and the module run in the same protection domain.

3.5.2.2 Restoring kernel state and restarting driver.

During the recovery process, all updates associated with the failed driver are undone

in LIFO order by calling the stored compensation functions. These compensations

undo all state changes the driver has made to the kernel so far, similar to exception

handling in languages like C++ and Java. The main difference between our approach

and C++/Java exceptions is that the compensation code does not contain any code

from the extension itself, thus preserving Invariant 1. As a result, the extension

will not have an opportunity to restore any local invariants; however, because the

extension will be completely restarted, we are only concerned with restoring the

appropriate kernel invariants. Note that this unwinding task is complicated by the

fact that it is executed in parallel with other kernel code and by the fact that the

failure could have happened in inconvenient places, such as an interrupt handler

or timer callback. Thus, after CPU-local compensations such as lock releases are

undone in the current context, all other compensations are deferred to be released in

a separate kernel thread (in event/*).

After compensations have been performed, the driver’s module is unloaded. As

mentioned above, we do not call the driver’s deinitialization function; however, be-

cause we track all state-changing functions provided by the kernel, including any

function that registers new devices or other services, calling the driver’s deinitializa-

tion function should not be necessary. After this process is complete, depending on

user settings, the driver can be restarted automatically from a clean slate. The restart

process follows the normal module initialization process.

The current SafeDrive update tracking and recovery code is a patch to the Linux

kernel changing 1084 lines, tracking in total 21 types of Linux kernel resources for the

recovery of four drivers in three classes: two network card drivers, one sound card
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driver, and one USB device driver (see Section 3.6 for details). The resources tracked

include 4 types of locks, 4 PCI-related resources, and 4 network-related resources,

among others.

3.5.3 Discussion

The recovery system of SafeDrive resembles that of Nooks [Swift et al., 2003] in

principle. Both track different types of kernel updates and undo them at failure time.

However, the fact that all code using SafeDrive runs in the same protection domain

makes SafeDrive’s recovery system significantly simpler and less intrusive. In fact,

the SafeDrive kernel patch is less than one tenth the size of Nooks’. Update-tracking

wrappers and compensation functions are simpler mainly because there is no need

for code to copy objects in and out of drivers, to manage the life cycles of separate

protection domains, or to perform cross-domain calls. In addition, implementing

the cross-domain calls efficiently can complicate the system design significantly. For

example, Nooks uses complicated page table tricks to enable fast writes of large

amount of data from the device driver to the kernel. Nooks also gives each domain

its own memory allocation pool, which requires even more changes to the kernel.

We believe that simpler recovery code adds significantly to the trustworthiness of

the whole mechanism since testing is less effective for such code than for the normal

execution path.

The fact that SafeDrive lets drivers modify kernel data structures directly has

some ramifications for kernel consistency, which contrasts with Nooks’ call-by-value-

result object passing. For each driver call, Nooks first copies all objects the driver may

modify, then lets the driver work on the copies, and finally copies the results back.

This approach provides atomic updates of kernel objects and thus should provide

more consistency. However, we have found there are caveats to this approach. First,
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it has problems on SMP systems because other processors see the updates to kernel

data structures at a different time than they would ordinarily see the updates; the

original Nooks paper suggests that SMP is not supported yet [Swift et al., 2003, end

of Sec. 4.1]. Second, many kernel data structure updates are not done through this

mechanism but through cross-domain calls to kernel functions. The interaction of

these two mechanisms becomes complicated quickly.

Our recovery scheme is orthogonal to the Deputy type system and can also work

with other languages, including type-safe languages such as Java. As far as we know,

current type-safe languages and runtimes do not provide a general mechanism for

recovering buggy extensions. Our technique for gracefully returning from a failed

extension should apply here. More broadly, a recovery module based on compensation

stacks [Weimer and Necula, 2004] would be a valuable asset for these systems.

State and session restoration for failed drivers is not yet implemented in our

prototype. Thus, the driver will be in an initial empty state after recovery. We

believe the shadow driver approach proposed by the Nooks project [Swift et al., 2004]

should apply to our system. Its implementation should also be simpler because of the

absence of multiple hardware protection domains.

3.6 Evaluation

In this section, the recovery mechanism is first evaluated in terms of successful recov-

eries in the face of randomly injected faults with two experiments. Then we measure

two distinct types of overhead of using SafeDrive: (1) the one-time overhead of anno-

tating APIs and adding wrapper functions to a particular extension, and (2) runtime

overhead due to additional checks inserted by the Deputy type system and due to up-

date tracking for recovery. We quantify the first one by noting how much of the kernel

API and wrappers needed alteration to support a handful of drivers that we chose
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Driver Description
e1000 Intel PRO/1000 network card driver
tg3 Broadcom Tigon3 network card driver

usb-storage USB mass-storage driver
intel8x0 Intel 8x0 builtin sound driver
emu10k1 Creative Audigy 2 sound driver
nvidia NVidia video driver

Table 3.1: Drivers used in SafeDrive experiments

Fault Category Code Transformation
Loop fault Make loop count larger by: 1 with 0.5 prob, 2–1024 with 0.44

prob., and 2K–4K with 0.06 prob.
Scan overrun Make size parameter to memset-like funcs larger as the line above
Off-by-one Change < to <=, etc., in boolean expressions

Flipped condition Negate conditions in if statements
Missing assignment Remove assignments and initialization of local vars
Corrupt parameter Replace a pointer parameter with null, or a numeric parameter

with a random number
Missing call Remove calls to funcs and return a random result as the line above

Table 3.2: Categories of faults injected in SafeDrive recovery experiments

from different subsystems of the kernel. We quantify the second source of overhead

with traditional performance benchmarks.

Our experiments are done with six device drivers in four categories for the Linux

2.6.15.5 kernel, as shown in Table 3.1. All drivers are annotated with Deputy anno-

tations to detect type-safety errors. However, due to time constraints, we only added

update tracking and recovery support to the four drivers with names shown in bold.

3.6.1 Error Detection and Recovery Rate

Here we evaluate how well SafeDrive is able to handle various faults in drivers. We

use compile-time software-implemented fault injection to inject random faults into the

driver, and then we run the driver with and without SafeDrive. We wrote a compile-

time fault injection tool as an optional phase in the Deputy compiler. The tool injects
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Correct Incorrect
Innocuous Mal-

SafeDrive Works Errors Crashes functions
Off 75 n/a 44 21
On 113 8 0 19

Table 3.3: Results of 140 runs of e1000 with injected faults, with SafeDrive off and on.
“Correct” means that the driver behaved as expected, possibly with the help of SafeDrive’s
recovery subsystem and assuming the bugs are transient.

into C code seven categories of faults, shown in Table 3.2, following two empirical

studies on kernel code [Christmansson and Chillarege, 1996; Sullivan and Chillarege,

1991]. We did not use an existing binary-level fault injection tool, such as that used

by the Rio file cache [Ng and Chen, 1999] or Nooks [Swift et al., 2005], because all

of Deputy’s checks are inserted at compilation time, which means that Deputy does

not have a chance to catch errors introduced via binary fault injection. Compile-time

fault injection allows us to evaluate Deputy’s error detection fairly, and it also has

the benefit of being able to introduce more realistic programming errors.

The fault-injection experiments were done with e1000 driver. For each experi-

ment, 5 random faults of the same category were inserted into the driver code during

the compilation process. A script exercised the driver by loading it, configuring

networking, downloading a large (89MB) file, checksumming the file, and finally un-

loading the driver. Then the same script was run with the unmodified e1000 driver

to check whether the system was still functioning. This test was performed with

and without SafeDrive recovery on. When SafeDrive recovery was off, Deputy checks

were still performed, but they did not trigger any action when failures were detected.

Thus the driver should have behaved exactly the same as the original one with faults

injected.

Table 3.3 shows the results of all 140 runs, with 20 runs per fault category. When

SafeDrive is disabled, 44 of these runs resulted in crashes and 21 resulted in the driver
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Detection Crashes Malfunc. Innocuous Total
Static 10 0 3 13 (24%)

Dynamic 34 2 5 41 (76%)
Total 44 2 8 54

Table 3.4: Breakdown for the 54 cases in which SafeDrive detected errors

malfunctioning. When SafeDrive was enabled, SafeDrive successfully prevented all

44 crashes, and it invoked the recovery subsystem on 2 of the 21 non-crash driver

malfunctions. In addition, there were 8 runs where SafeDrive successfully detected

apparently innocuous type-safety errors that did not trigger crashes or malfunctions

with SafeDrive disabled, but failed Deputy checks when SafeDrive was on.

A closer look at the results reveals that, among the 7 categories of faults injected,

all categories except “off-by-one” and “flipped condition” resulted in crashes when

SafeDrive was off. The fact that SafeDrive prevented these crashes indicates that

these crashes were actually due to type-safety errors, not other serious errors such

as incorrect interrupt commands. On the other hand, the malfunctioning runs were

due to a variety of reasons, including setting hardware registers to bad values and

incorrect return value checking. Type-safety checks alone cannot always detect these

errors.

Overall, SafeDrive detected problems in 54 of the runs. Table 3.4 shows that

24% of the problems were detected statically by the Deputy compiler. These are

errors that were not detected by GCC, and in fact 10 of them led to crashes. These

compile-time errors include passing an incorrect constant size argument to memcpy

and dereferencing an uninitialized pointer, among others.

Of the innocuous errors, five were detected dynamically, causing SafeDrive to

invoke recovery and successfully restart the driver. Although these errors appear

to be innocuous, they are likely latent bugs; thus, invoking recovery seems to be a

reasonable response. Of course, SafeDrive has no way to know which errors will be
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truly benign.

These results show that SafeDrive is effective in detecting and recovering from

typical memory and type-safety errors in drivers. In addition, a significant portion

of these errors are caught at compile time, before the driver is even run. Finally,

it seems unlikely that SafeDrive will always prevent all crashes, as it did with the

e1000, due to the limits of type checking.

3.6.2 Another Recovery Rate Test

We did another set of experiments to futher test the recovery ability of SafeDrive

for failures happening at any location in device drivers. We use a simpler form of

fault injection this time: We alter Deputy’s checks so that they fail after a random

number N of checks are executed. By choosing a large and random N , we induce

failure at a given check with a probability proportional to the frequency with which

that check is executed. We use a script to repeatedly inject failure to the e1000 driver

and reconfigure the network card after it recovers, as we do not do session restoration

in kernel yet. At the same time, we test network connectivity by logging in from

another machine to the test machine through ssh. Note that Linux preserves TCP

connections through network card reconfiguration, so a single ssh session persists

through recoveries if they do not fail.

We injected 50 faults in total. In 48 of these the ssh session is preserved, while in

the other 2 the machine crashed. Both crashing faults (and 3/4 of all faults) are in

interrupts handlers. We were not yet able to find out the exact reasons for the two

crashes. Suspects are buggy wrappers, or some untracked resources.

Although this test does not introduce actual bugs into the driver, it still shows

that SafeDrive can successfully recover from a large portion of memory-safety faults

at random positions in the driver, allowing the kernel to continue its work.
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3.6.3 Annotation Burden

Table 3.5 shows the number of lines of code we changed in order to use SafeDrive

on these drivers. The third column shows all Deputy-related changes, and the next

four columns show the number of lines containing each type of Deputy annotation.

These numbers do not add up to the previous number because not every changed line

contains a Deputy annotation. These changes are essential to driver safety, and they

amount to approximately 1–4% of the total number of lines in a given driver. The

last column shows additional recovery-related changes currently needed in the driver

code by the SafeDrive prototype. These changes are boilerplate code placed at driver

entry points in the driver source files. These code should be easy to generate with an

automated tool, making the effort needed minimal.

The other set of changes required are changes to the kernel headers. This set

of changes includes Deputy annotations for the kernel API as well as wrappers for

functions that are tracked by the SafeDrive runtime system. Both types of changes

must be written by hand; however, these changes are a one-time cost for drivers of

a given class. For the 4 classes of drivers we worked on, a total of 1,866 lines in 112

header files were changed. Casual inspection reveals that about half of the lines are

Deputy-related and that the rest are recovery-related. In particular, there are 187

lines with bounds annotations, 260 lines with nullterm, 8 lines with tagged unions,

and 140 lines with trusted code annotations.
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3.6.4 Performance

The run-time overhead of SafeDrive is composed of several parts, including run-time

checks inserted by the Deputy compiler, update tracking cost, and context saving cost.

We measure the performance overhead of SafeDrive by running several benchmarks

with native and SafeDrive-enabled drivers.

Table 3.6 shows results for these benchmarks on a dual Xeon 2.4Ghz. In “TCP

Receive”, netperf [Jones, 1995] is run on another host and sends TCP streaming

data to the testing server (the TCP STREAM test). The socket buffers are 256KB on

both the sending and receiving side, and 32KB messages are sent. “TCP Send” works

the other way around, with the testing server running netperf and sending traffic.

In “UDP Receive” and “UDP Send”, UDP packets of 16 bytes are received/sent (the

UDP STREAM test). CPU utilization is measured with the sar utility. CPU utilization

maxes out at 50%, probably because the driver cannot utilize more than one CPU. The

UDP tests show higher overhead probably due to two reasons. First, the packets are

much smaller, leading to more Deputy overhead overall. Second, less other kernel code

is involved in UDP processing compared to TCP, amplifying SafeDrive’s overhead.

We tested the usb-storage driver with a 256MB Sandisk USB2.0 Flash drive on a

Thinkpad T43p laptop (2.13Ghz Pentium-M CPU). The “Untar” benchmark simply

untars a Linux 2.2.26 source code tar ball, which is already on the drive, to the drive

itself. The tar file is 82MB in size. After untarring finishes, the drive is immediately

unmounted to flush any data in the page cache. CPU utilization is the average value

over the whole period. As can be seen from the results, the whole operation finishes in

the same amount of time, though SafeDrive’s instrumentation increased CPU usage

by 23%.

We also benchmarked two sound card drivers: the intel8x0 sound driver for

the built-in sound chip in a Thinkpad T41 (1600Mhz Pentium-M CPU), and the
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emu10k1 sound driver for a Creative Audigy 2 card on a Pentium II 450Mhz PC. Both

benchmarks used the oprofile facility to capture how much time (in percentage of

total CPU time) was spent in the kernel on behalf of the sound driver while a 30-

minute 44.1Khz wave file was playing. aplay and the standard alsa sound library

were used for playback. Throughput is irrelevant here because the sample rate is

fixed.

Finally, we tested the open-source portion of the driver distributed by NVidia for

their video cards. These 10,296 lines of open-source code are the interface between

the kernel and a larger, proprietary graphics module which we did not process because

the source code is not available. We tested the nvidia driver on a Pentium 4 2.4 GHz

machine with a GeForce4 Ti 4200 graphics card. Table 3.6 shows the CPU usage of

this driver while setting up and tearing down an X Window session, as measured by

oprofile. The instrumentation did not have a measurable effect on the performance

of the x11perf graphics benchmarking tool, which is limited by hardware performance

rather than by the driver.

The above results show that SafeDrive has relatively low performance overhead,

even for data-intensive drivers. To compare with Nooks, consider the e1000 TCP

send/receive tests. These tests are similar to experiments discussed in the Nooks

journal paper [Swift et al., 2005], where the authors reported relative receive and

send CPU overheads of 111% and 46% respectively, both with 3% degradation of

throughput. This overhead is nearly an order of magnitude higher than the overhead

of SafeDrive (rows 1 and 3 in Table 3.6), suggesting that the overhead of cross-domain

calls far outweighs the overhead of Deputy’s run-time checks for these benchmarks.
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3.7 Related Work

3.7.1 Enforcing Isolation with Hardware

Several projects have used hardware to isolate device drivers from the rest of the

system and to allow recovery in the case of failure.

The Nooks project [Swift et al., 2004; Swift et al., 2003] isolates device drivers

from the main kernel by placing them in separate hardware protection domains called

“nooks”. These protection domains share the same address space but have different

permission settings for pages. A driver is permitted to read all kernel data but only

allowed to write to certain pages. Cross-domain calls replace function calls between

the driver and the kernel, although the semantics of the calls remain mostly similar.

Virtual Machine Monitors (VMMs) such as L4 [LeVasseur et al., 2004] and Xen [Barham

et al., 2003; Fraser et al., 2004] isolate a driver using hardware protection. However,

rather than placing a protection barrier between a driver and the kernel, the VMM

runs each driver with its own kernel inside a separate virtual machine. This approach

allows device drivers to be used unchanged, and it allows one to use device drivers that

depend on different operating systems. Communication between virtual machines is

performed using a special-purpose high-performance batched channel interface.

From a pure driver isolation standpoint, SafeDrive is less secure than a VMM since

it is possible for a driver to manipulate the kernel via the API calls, privileged in-

structions, or simply tying up CPU resources by looping. In the VMM case, however,

a buggy driver can only corrupt the driver’s local, untrusted kernel, which is isolated

from the trusted kernel behind a message-passing interface. The SLAM project [Ball

et al., 2001] looks at API usage validation, and in theory could close this gap when

combined with SafeDrive.

However, this caveat does not mean that SafeDrive is able to catch fewer errors
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than a VMM. In fact, one advantage of SafeDrive is that its finer-grained checks are

able to detect errors within the driver and not just outside it. Although hard to

measure, this fine-grained error detection reduces the likelihood of data corruption

and is very important in cases involving persistent data. For example, a misbehaving

disk driver in any of Xen, Nooks, or SFI can corrupt data on disk before the fault

is detected. This exact behavior occurred with Nooks during their fault injection

experiments [Swift et al., 2003].

Another advantage of SafeDrive relative to these systems is performance. The

additional domain crossings required by the hardware approaches impose additional

costs. In all three hardware-based systems, one can generally expect the CPU over-

head for data intensive device drivers to be between 40% to 200% [LeVasseur et al.,

2004; Menon et al., 2005; Swift et al., 2004; Swift et al., 2005]. This result con-

trasts with a typical CPU overhead of less than 20% for SafeDrive, which incurs

no additional cost for calls into or out of a driver. Of course, it is not guaranteed

that SafeDrive will always outperform hardware approaches: if crossings are rare and

checks are frequent then a hardware solution is likely to outperform SafeDrive; how-

ever, our experiments suggest that SafeDrive performs better in practice and that

SafeDrive’s performance is likely to improve further as its optimizer improves.

3.7.2 Enforcing Isolation with Binary Instrumentation

Software-enforced Fault Isolation (SFI) [Erlingsson et al., 2006; Small and Seltzer,

1997; Wahbe et al., 1993] instruments extension binaries to ensure that no memory

operation can write outside of an extension’s designated memory region. The instru-

mentation can take one of several forms, depending on the desired tradeoff between

isolation and performance.

If reads are protected as well as writes (as they are in SafeDrive), then typi-
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cal performance overhead varies between 17% and 144%, depending on the SFI im-

plementation and the benchmarks being used. Although it is hard to make direct

performance comparisons against results obtained from different test programs, we

expect SafeDrive to exceed the performance of SFI, since SafeDrive only needs to

check memory accesses for which the type checker is unable to verify correctness.

As with the hardware-based approaches, SFI only prevents an extension from

corrupting the system, and it does not attempt to prevent a driver from corrupting

itself or the device. Furthermore, these approaches require a very clean kernel-driver

interface in order to ensure that all data passed between the kernel and the driver

can be checked at run time [Erlingsson et al., 2006].

3.7.3 Enforcing Isolation with a Language

A number of research projects have attempted to enforce memory safety in C programs

at source level instead of at binary level. CCured [Necula et al., 2005], a predecessor

to Deputy, used a whole-program analysis to classify pointers according to their use,

and then it altered data structures and code to provide low-cost run-time memory

safety checks. Unfortunately, CCured made significant changes to the program’s data

structures, making it difficult to apply CCured to one module at a time. Another

source-level tool is the Cyclone [Jim et al., 2002] language, which is a safe alternative

to the C language that has been used to write safe kernel-level code [Anagnostakis

et al., 2002]. However, like CCured, Cyclone requires a large amount of manual

intervention to port existing drivers when compared to Deputy. Neither CCured nor

Cyclone support a priori data layouts, which are a prerequisite for extensions with

predefined APIs and data structures. Finally, Yong and Horwitz [Yong and Horwitz,

2003] use static analysis to insert efficient buffer overflow checks; however, they do not

address memory safety in general, and they provide relatively coarse-grained checks.
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The major advantage of the Deputy type system over these other source-level

approaches is that Deputy allows the programmer to describe pointer bounds in terms

of other variables or fields in the program, and thus Deputy can leave data layout and

APIs unchanged. A related project at Microsoft uses the SAL annotation language

and the ESPX modular annotation checker in order to find buffer overflows [Hackett

et al., 2005]. Although SAL can describe relationships between variables, it cannot

describe relationships between structure fields, and it does not support tagged union

types. Also, ESPX is a static analysis, which means that problematic code is simply

left unverified; in contrast, Deputy inserts run-time checks where static analysis is

insufficient.

There are also a number of related projects that allow types to refer to program

data, including the Xanadu language [Xi, 2000] and Hickey’s very dependent func-

tion types [Hickey, 1996]. However, these projects have a number of restrictions on

mutable data, which Deputy addresses using run-time checks. Also, Harren and Nec-

ula [Harren and Necula, 2005] developed a similar framework for assembly language

in which dependencies can occur between registers or between structure fields.

Type qualifiers represent another area of related work. CQual [Foster et al., 1999;

Johnson and Wagner, 2004] allows programmers to add custom type qualifiers such

as const or user/kernel, using an inference algorithm to propagate these quali-

fiers throughout the program. Semantic type qualifiers [Chin et al., 2005] builds

on this work by allowing qualifiers to be proved sound in isolation. Compared to

this work, Deputy’s annotations are more expressive (since annotations can refer to

other program data) and correspondingly more difficult to infer. Although Deputy

provides a number of features for inferring or guessing annotations, it relies more

heavily on programmer-supplied annotations than these other type qualifier tools.

Finally, Privtrans [Brumley and Song, 2004] allows the programmer to specify privi-

leged operations and automatically separates a program into a privileged process and
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non-privileged process, improving security.

There are operating systems built mainly with type-safe languages, such as Sin-

gularity [Hunt et al., 2005], JavaOS [Mitchell, 1996], SPIN [Bershad et al., 1995],

and the Lisp Machine OS [Stallman et al., 1981]. These operating systems naturally

have few memory-safety problems, and as processor speed increases, the performance

penalty of these languages become less of a concern. While this approach will be

important in building future operating systems, we believe that current commodity

operating systems such as Windows and Linux, which are written mainly in C and

C++, will be in wide use for many years. SafeDrive will be useful both in improving

the reliability of these existing operating systems and in providing a transition to

future type-safe operating systems.

3.7.4 Fault Tolerance for Applications

In addition to the issue of how a device driver should be isolated from the rest of the

system, there is also the largely orthogonal issue of how the system should recover

when a driver failure is detected. Both the original Nooks paper [Swift et al., 2003]

and SafeDrive provide isolation, release of resources, and restart of the driver.

A later Nooks paper [Swift et al., 2004] showed how to use shadow drivers to

restore the session state of applications that were using the driver. We expect the

shadow driver technique to work without significant modification with SafeDrive, and

thus we do not address this issue further.

Vino [Seltzer et al., 1996], which isolates drivers using SFI, executes each driver

request inside a transaction that can be aborted and retried on failure. Another

related technique is Microreboot [Candea et al., 2004], which is used to build re-

bootable components in large enterprise systems. Session restoration is achieved by

programming the components against a separate session state storage that persists
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over component restarts.

3.8 Conclusion

We have presented SafeDrive, a system that uses language-based techniques to detect

type safety errors and to recover from such errors in device drivers written in C. The

checking in SafeDrive is fine-grained, which is critical because it not only protects the

kernel from misbehaving drivers, but also helps prevent the driver from corrupting

persistent data or kernel state. SafeDrive requires few changes to the kernel or drivers,

and experiments show that SafeDrive incurs low overhead (normally less than 20%)

and successfully prevents all 44 crashes due to randomly injected errors for one driver.

Overall, we hope that this work shows that we can achieve the safety of high-level,

type-safe languages without abandoning existing C code.
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Conclusion

Dependability of commodity operating systems is becoming increasingly vital. This

work presents two case studies of applying program analysis to the issue of improving

dependability of commodity operating systems. We focus on techniques that can

scale to large code bases and are sound in most cases.

First, we presented a domain-specific static analysis tool called Ctxcheck that

analyzes the Linux kernel to understand execution contexts and spin locks, two error-

prone aspects of the Linux kernel. Then the tool finds related bugs according to a set

of rules. The tool employs a flow-sensitive, inter-procedural and context-insensitive

analysis that tracks the context state at all locations in the kernel. To achieve enough

precision and scalability, we designed a set of annotations to help the analysis. In our

evaluation, Ctxcheck successfully found 6 real bugs in Linux 2.6.20.7 while requiring

relatively small amount of annotations (about 1000 annotations, changing 0.2% of

kernel code lines). And the analysis runs for less than 2 minutes.

Second, we presented SafeDrive, a system enabling type-safe and recoverable de-

vice drivers for Linux, without requiring rewriting the existing drivers. SafeDrive

employs both static analysis and runtime instrumentation to ensure fine-grained type-
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safety and recoverability for drivers written in C. SafeDrive uses the Deputy dependent

type system, which encodes bounds and other type-safety information with dependent

type annotations. Then a runtime recovery system in the kernel tracks operations

done by the driver, intercepts any failure in drivers and automatically recovers the

system by cleaning up related kernel/driver state and returning the system to a con-

sistent state. Evaluation shows that the number of annotations needed is moderate,

at about 1-4% of driver code. Runtime overhead in micro-benchmarks is normally less

than 20% and one order of magnitude lower than previous hardware protection-based

approaches. And SafeDrive is effective in preventing crashes due to type-safety errors.

It successfully recovered from all 44 crashes due to injected faults in one experiment,

and 48 of 50 tests in another.

We believe this work represents a first step in the direction of solving the depend-

ability challenge that operating system designers face today. This challenge is posed

by ongoing trends such as increasingly complex devices and applications, more paral-

lel hardware architectures and an ever-more networked and hostile environment. The

overall approach can be characterized by a few principles: employing powerful sound

analyses, using a small number of carefully-designed annotations, combining static

and runtime techniques, and exploiting domain knowledge. We hope ultimately this

approach, or combined with others, could enable operating system designers to find

defects early in the development process, and save the huge cost, in both money and

customer losses, of fixing the defects in the field by releasing one patch after another

as is common practice today.
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